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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The Couity

First.
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, April 16, 1957

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

•

Vol. LXXVIII No. 91

POSTOFFICE MONEY IS SEEN BY TODAY
Candidites Draw For Positions Russia Mixes
On May 28 Primary Ballot
In Jordan
Politics

•

I
ced
to)

Candidates gathered yesterday
in the office of the county court
clerk to draw for positions on
t, the ballot for the primary election
I May 28.
pheir names will appear on
e ballot in the order named.
.he
The various offices and the
sequence in which the candidates
will be listed are as follows.
Clerk of Court of Appeals
(unexpired term)
Miss Doris Owens
J. L. "June" Suter
State Rpresentative
Owen Billington
.Iharlie Lassiter
Circuit Judge 42nd Dist.
Earl Orsborne
H. H. Lovett
Com'wth Atty 42nd Dist.
James M Lassiter
(no opposition)
Circuit Court Clerk
Mary Russell Williams
James H. Blalock
C.aromer. csetliteatial -A61144,1f...
Max H. Churchill
d nu opposition)
County Judge
Dewey D Crass
Garland Neale
Waylon Rayburn
Leon Hale
County Attorney
George H. Weeks
Robert 0 "Bob" Miller
County Court Clerk
Rands!? B. Pettersen
klafton C. Garner
elhileff'Calloway County
Woodrow Rickman
Cohen Stubblefield
Harold Speights
Elmo Trellis Boggess
A. A. "Red" Doherty
Tax Comm isatoner !
Robert Young''
(no opposition)
Jailer Calloway County
Ed Frurkeen
ivillard Gordon
Meth Cooper
Bryan Nanny
Clyde Steele
Joe McCuistion
Leo Carraway
Luther Suggs
Magistra? Murray Diet.
K. B. McCuistion
H M. Workman
Magistrate New Concord Dist.
Otis Bury
Byerley
Noel Warren

••••
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Mild Weather In
Store For Baseball
By UNITED PRESS
Mild weather was in store
today for the opening of the
baseball
Scattered showers occurred In
Chicago, but Asewhere in the
eastern half of the nation skies
were expected to be clear to
partly cloudy.
The shower system extended
from the Great Lakee southwestward through' Texas and
Oklahoma Showers' also hit southern Missouri and western Tennessee through western Louisiana.
&lost of the precipitation was
lint. although wind gusts up
to 70 miles per hour ripped
Houston. Tex.. and 55 m.p h.
! gusts hit Shreveport, La., during
sudden downpours Monday night.
Cool Pacific air overspread
4, most of' the western half of the
.• nation during the night, although
the only sub - freezing readings
reported were in the mountains.

I Weep 7
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — MosPy
cloudy with showers and scattiled thunderstorms today, tonight and Wednesday, high today
67. Low tonight 52.
. Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 47, Paducah 49, Bowling Green 48, London 46.
47. Lexington 36, and Hopkinsville 47. ,
Evansville, Ind., 48.

Magistrate Liberty Dist.
Almon Willoughby
H. C. "Hamp" Ellis
Magistrate Wadesboro Dist.
Lee Donelson
Freeman Peeler
Max Parrish
Magistrate Brinkley Dist.
Earl Adams
(no opposition)
Magistrate Hazel Diet.
Oren Simmons
Roy Pool
W. D. Steeley
Magistrate Swann Dist.
Calvin "Bill" Scott
'
(no opposition)
Constaable Murray Dist.
Fred T Lee
L. A. Story

C. A. Hale
Pas.ses Away
Monday Night
C. A. Hale, age 75, passed
away at his home on the Murray
Lynn Grove Highway Monday
night at 8:15 following a heart
attack.
He was a prominent leader in
Murray and Calloway County,
Moil/ served -4a. -whits -egifisse
more than 21 years and taught
school for 16 years. He served
as County Judge for two terms,
State Representative two years,
Parole Officer three years, Tax
Commissioner eight years. He
was also active in church work.
Surviving relatives are his
widow. Mrs. - Willie Mae Chambers Hale; one sister, Mrs. John
McPherson. Murray, one halfsister, Mrs. Donna Pace. MarShall County, two half-brothers,
Charlie Hale, Murray and 011ie
Hale, Murray.
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church in
Murray
where the funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 with Bro.
Paul T. Lyles conducting, the
service. Burial will be in the
city cemetery.
Active pallbearers will be Tip
Doran, Rue Overby. Charlie
Robertson, Yandall Wrather, Nat
Ryan Hughes. Carl Kingins; honorary pallbearers are V. C. Stubblefield. Sr., J. D. Sexton, Rob
Lee, C. W. Crawford and Nolan
Jetton,
Friends and relatives may call
at the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home until the funeral hour.

Mrs. McClure
Dies Monday
Mrs. Alex C McClure. age 72,
passed away Monday night at
9:10 at the Murray General
Hospital Her death was attributed to complications following an
extended illness. She is the wife
of the late Alex C. Smith who
preceded her in death May 14,
1952.
•
Survivors include, two daughters. Mrs. Louise Jellison and
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, both of
Murray; two sons, Richard K.
McClure and John G. McClure,
both of Louisville; one brother,
E. W. Sheegog of Hazard, Kentucky; one granddaughter, Miss
Jennie Lou Jellison of Battle
Creek. Michigan, three grandsons, Richard M. and John W.
gutson, both of Murray and
Richard
K. McClure, Jr. of
Lou isvillf.
Mrs. Mcelure was a member
of the Douglas Boulevard Christian Church in Louisville where
she had been a member for the
past 62 years. Funeral services
will be held at the Embry-Bosse
'i.ineral
Home
in
Louisville
Thursday at 2:00 p.m. conducted
by Rev. T. M. Giltner. Burial
will be in the Resthaven Cemetery in Louisville.
The body will be carried to
Louisville at 9:30 pm. this afternoon. Friends may call at the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
until 8:00 p.m.
:—.A11111

Mrs. Ingeborg Bell
Now A Citizen

104 Year Old
Woman Inherits
Vast Fortune

Mrs. Ingeborg K. Bell, wife of
Glenn D. Bell of 502 South
Seventh Street, became an American citizen yesterday in a ceremony at Paducah, •
Mrs. Bell came in the United
States in October of 1953. She
met her husband in Berlin, Germany where. she was employed
by the American Government as
a clerk. He was a corporal in
the United States army.
married four
They
months
later when she a rr i v ed in
America. After living in Gary,
Indiana for several months they
came back to -Murray in 1954.
He is employed with-the -Tennessee Valley Authority.
They have one son Steven
Wayne Bell, age fourteen months.
Mrs. Bell said that she "is
happy to be an likmerican citizen."

DETROIT l
— A 104-year
old charity patient, who wolked
as a charwoman to raise a family
of 10 children, was awarded
$300,000 Monday from the estate
of a millionairess daughter who
tried to cut her off without a
cent
The award to Mrs. Wilhelmina
Van Etten, a city-supported patient at a'rest home here, climaxed a two-year legal battle in
courts in Michigan and New
York. Mrs. Van Etten's attorneys,
In a suit filed two years ago,
contended that her six-times wed
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Momand,
ignored her mother because of
fraud and undue influence.
The daughter, who died May
25, 1955 at the age of 65, wrote
six wills, but failed to leave
her mother any. of the 3 million
dollar fortune she had amassed
by her marriages. In one of
her 'Wills, however, Mrs. Momend remembered her mother
by a gift to the University Of
Nevada.
In contesting the will attorneys
for Mrs. Van Etten cited usage
of alcohol and drugs as reasons
Mr. Hobart L. Loftin, age 60,
why her daughter was unfit to
died Monday at the home of his
make a will.
daughter, Mrs. Ray Smith, on
The only member of the family
Murray Route Two.
mentioned in the will was Mrs.
Survivors include one daughBetty .Roberts, of Los Angeles,
ter. Mrs. Ray Smith; four sisters,
a sister of Mrs. Momand. Other
Mrs. Ruth Smith, Murray Route
beneficiaries included her doctors,
2, Mrs. Ruby Satory, Mrs. Nina
nurses, servants and her last
Scoggins. and Mrs. Ray Tabers
husband, Donald S. Momand of
All of _St. Louis; _lour ..larolhers...
London.
Otis Loftin of Murray oute two,
Mrs, Van Etten, -a- hospital
McKinley Loftin, Grassy, Mo.,
patient for the past two years,
Lora Loftin, Mayfield and Lura
was said to be in "satisfactory
Loftin of St. Louis.
condition."
He was a member of the PenAsked what she would do with
tacostal Church. Funeral services
the money, she said:
will be held Wednesday at 11:00
"Just pay some bills."
a.m. at the Linn Funeral Home
Chapel with Bro. 'Loyd Wilson
officiating. Burial will be in the
Highland
Cemetery
Park
in
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the Linn
Funeral Hume in Benton until
C. C. Salmon has purchased
the funeral hour.
the interest of R. L. Seaford in
the firm ,of Seaford and Ray,
according to an announcement
today.
Mr. Salmon is a long time
resident of Calloway. He started

By GEORGE BITAR
Wilted Press Staff Correspondent
BEIRUT, Lebanon RA — The
Soviet Union intervened in the
Jordan political crisis in an unsuccessful effort to keep leftist
Premier Suleiman Nabulsi in
power, informed Arab sources
said today.
The sources said the Soviet
sent warnings to President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt, Syrian
Presidenr' Shukri
El-Kuwatly
and King Hussein that •Israel
was preparing an armed attack
that could come at any time.
The warning was made to persuade Hussein not to insist on
the withdrawal of Syrian troops
from Jordan and to persuade
him to retain Nabulsi as premier
on grounds it would be fatal for
Jordan to be without a government when attacked.
-•Reports 'Priii•td False
Hussein suspected the intrigue
but did not leave anything to
chance, the sources said. He
called in the foreign ambassadors
in Amman to check the reports
and then, went ahead with his
original plans when informed
the reports were without foundation.
It was Nabulsi who announced
two weeks ago that Jordan
Planned to *establish diplomatic
relations with the Soviet Union.
The 21-year-old King w a s
known to be violently opposed
to this, and the sources said this
action helped him take the warning with a grain of salt.
However
a
Foreign
Office
spokesman in Amman said Monday Jordan will "repulse by
force" any Israeli aggression.
The Foreign Ministry said it
had informed all Arab and Western embassies of this decision.
Diplomatic observers speculated that the Soviet warning may
have been aimed at bolstering
leftists in Syria as well as Jordan. Hussein has reported to
have protested alleged reinforcement of the Syrian force in
flow
north Jordan. but Foreign MintotIZter4
ister Salah El Sitar denied in
and Ray. He left Murray in 1939
Damascus that Jordan had asked
after he and Mr. Jeff Farris
for its withdrawal.
II operated the bakery. Mr. and
Compromise Reached
Mrs. R. L. Long later rented
Hussein. went ahead and oustthe bakery .from Mr. Farris.
ed Nabulsi last Wednesday to
The 6th Grade Girl Scout
The building was constructed
touch off a week-long power Troop 4 was invested recently by Urban Starks.
struggle.
by Mrs. George H. Hallanan. Jr.,
Mr. Salmon operated a grocery
The two appeal•ed to have at the Scout Cabin. Receiving store in Stella, Kentucky also.
struck a compromise Monday their wings as full-pledged Girl The firm of Salmon and Ray
night when Hussein Khalidi. a Scouts were Diane Rogers, San- handles furniture and appliances.
former foreign minister and a dr
Outland, Donna Seaterd, During the, remainder of this
staunch supporter of the King.
MeKeel, Zane , Kimbro, month, special prices will be
formed a cabinet which included
ornpsen, Patsy Purdom. placed on furniture and appli_foreign
'Cohoon, Marieve Sykes, ances in the store.
Naha's.' as
minister of communications.
, sy Spann. Donna Hendon.„
Informed sources here said Jere Ann Brandon, Judy Bogard,
Jordan's position was still far Nancy Fair, Judy Adams, Patsy
from clear although King Hus- Sears, Lashlee Bell, Patsy Thursein apparently had won. But mond, Sharon Churchill, Andrea
they said the basic issue of Lassiter. At the same investiThe Murray State baseball and
whether Jordan will pursue a turf., assistant leader, Mrs. Ver- *tints teams invade
Western,
pro-Westerii or a leftist foreign non Cohoon, also was invested, Kentucky today
for OVC meetpolicy remains to be seen.
and Scout Jeanner Steytler re- ing. "their first contact in spring
Reports from Jordan gave a ceived three membership stars, sports this
year.
confused picture of the situation. representing I h r ee completed
The Racer nine will have two
A Western diplomat who arrived years of scouting.
opportunities to enter the win
here from Amman said leftist
The leaders of Troop 4 are column in a double bill with
politicians, . a segment of the Mrs. Edmund
Steytler, Mrs. the Hilltoppers and the tennis
army and Syrian agents had Vernon
Cohoon,
Miss
Patsy men are tiepeful of getting off
plotted to overthrow Hussein.
Moody. The aides are First-Class to a clean OVC skein after
Hussein got word bf the p14.t .Scouts Carol Bea Quertermous,
droppingdhree on a recent Florida
and sent !Ilya' troops to besiege Lynette
Lassiter and
Sandra trip.
the conspirators at Zarka, the Fair.' Two members of the troop
The Bred diamond men lost
headquarters of Maj. Gen. Abu yet to be invested are Janice
both ends of a twin bill to
Ali Ntiwar, the chief of staff.
Paschall and Frieda Fitts.
Florence last week but out hit
After a short clash between
The first special activity of the Alabamians in both games.
the rival factions, Hussein him- the newly invested troop was a
Their pitching and hitting was
self arrived and ordered Nuwar bike hike to Marlin's Chapel or
timely but excessive walks by
deposed and several senior of- Wednesday. April 10. Aides Ly..
their 'hurlers cost them the deficers either arrested ,or forcibly nette Lassiter and Sulvia Clack
cisions.
retired from the army, the dip- led the group, followed in the
The Toppers were laced by
lomat said.
car by Mrs. Steytler and the David
Lipscomb' 18-2 in their
(Continued On Page Three)
last outing. The Racers wil;
0.
again count on the magic arnt
of Tom Wells and the big sticks
CORRECTION
of .rookie Lou Snipp and Doe
The Ezell Beauty School is Dingwerth.
now open and will remain open.
The racket thumpers led by
An elderly man was fined The school closed last week for John Powless and King clubbed
$1000 by County Judge Waylon two days only, but is now open Florence 6-1 early this month.
Rayburn yesterday after plead- again. An advertisement inading guilty to charges of public verienly ran for several days
REDS SEIZE BOATS
drunkness and disorderly con- giving the impression that the
NEMURO, Hokkaido tlim —Rusduct.
school would close each Monday sian patrol boats seized two
He is Roy Waldrop who resides and Tuesday. However the school unidentified Japanese fishing craft
near Dexter He' was released will be open on' Monday and off Shilcotan Island in the South
after promNng to pay the fine Tuesday and 'every other ..ay Kuriles Monday afternoon, it was
and court costs.
with the exception of Sundays.
reported.

Hobart Loftin
Passes Away

C. C. Salmon Buys
Interest In Store

Girl Scout
Troop Invested IAt Scout Calm

Murray People Bill May Be On Desk Of The
Attend State President To Sign By Tonight
Woodmen Meet

—six Million short cif what PostBy. WARREN DUFFEE
United Press Staff Correspondent master General Arthur P. SumWASHINGTON
— Repub- merfield originaliy asked.
Accepts Smatter Amount
One hundred fifty-eight 'Woos. lican cOngressional leaders told
reported
He said the Pr k men Circle officers, delegates, Presder• Eisenhower today a 41
that he would like Stunmerfield
members and visitors attended million dollar postal "money or- so
the State Convention of the der" may be on his tiesk _foe tesubittliBtlielixatilt dollars.
,74•
society held in the Helm Hotel signature tonight.
it the
in Bowling. Green April 11-12.
The "order" is a special, lip;
4"Isituntal
"praZal
l"
Twenty-one went from Murray. propriations bill to providi %lag
that Congress probably
Mrs. Goldia Curd, Murray, 'Post Office Department *MI lion
state manager. and Mrs. Nola extra funds it says it needs to would not put up any more.
The Se na t e Appropriations
Moltenberry, Bowling Green, re- `keep operating at full force
tiring state president, were elect- until the--start--uf--the new_ fiscal Committee was called into. ses.
t11111
sion a half hour before Li
ed delegates to represent the year July 1.
4,190 adult and junior members
The measure, aimed at re- Senate was to meet.
Quick committee approval was
at the National Convention to storing full postal service which
be held in November in Wash- was cut last Saturday. was being expected. Leaders hoped to get
ington, D. C.
considered at an emergency ses- the 41 million dollar emergency
Other Murray members elect- sion of the SenateAppropriations appropriation before the Senate
if action later today.
ed to state offices were Mrs. B. Committee today. It cleared the -Tc•- But thgje .was no assurance
Wall Melugin, state attendant; House Monday.
Senatr"would actually go to
Miss Loretta Culver, state cap,Senate Republican Leader Wil- the
Win; and Mrs. Lois Waterfield, liam F. Knowland (Calif.) and ,work on the bill today. UnanimWelfare chairman.
House GOP Leader Joseph W. ous consent is required for the
A very high tribute was paid Martin Jr. (Mass.) told Eisen- Senate to waive its rule that apto
Mrs. Melugin. Kentucky's hower at a White House legis- propriations must "lie over" for
acts
highest producing district mana- lative conference that the ap- three days beftl-te -1fie
ger, and to Dr. Rainey T. Wells, propriation might clear the Sen- on them.
Summerfield Stands Back
pioneer members and Kentucky's ate this afternoon and reach the
A single senator could block
first state manager with the White House tonight.
action. This would delay the bill
Woodmen Circle.
Knowland said he expects the
The Convention voted to us Senate to "go along" with the until Friday and might prevent
$50 of the special donation given 41 million dollar house figure restoration of full postal service
this Saturday. Postmaster Generte the Woodmen Circle Hume
al Arthur E. Summerfield has
for Aged members and orphans
said he will not restore service
be used to purchase Life Memuntil the money bill is passed
berships in the Golden Welfare
and signed by President EisenClub for Mrs. Melugin and Dr.
hower.
Wei's..bout
.A
90 years ago Dr.
There is' ric! even any assurWells joined the Woodmen Cirance the Senate will. meet Fricle and is one of the few men
day. It is scheduled to quit tot
left in Kentucky who are mema long Easter recess at the close
bers of the Woodmen Circle,
of business Thursday. It might,
which for many years has writKowever, be held over until
ten into membership only women
Friday if necessary to pass this
and girls.
Three of the four students
Mrs. Nell Churchwell, Louis- who became eligible by receiv0d isbillgenerally
seemed
te
ville. was elected state president; ing superior ratings at the Reg- 13444ad
Mrs. Frances DeName, Cadiz, ional Speech Festival at Murray favor Senate action in time foe
restoration
of mail deliveries and
first vice president; and Mrs. State College were able to atMargaret Satterfield. Fult o n, tend the Kentucky High School reopening of "tat windows this
Saturday. A post teffice spokessecond vice president./
Speech Festival at the University man
has told the United Press
Other state officers eletted are of Kentucky last week, through
full 'service could be restored
Mrs. Mary Ann Ogden. Slaugh- the sponsorship of the Murray
"within 24 hours" after t is e
ters, secretary; Miss Gwendolyn High Sheol PTA.
money is available.
Wallis, Cadiz. treasurer; - Mrs.
Greeted by Miss Chloe GifActually, chances were SumGrace Browning, Calhoun, audi- ford, director, the young people
merfield would gi,re the order
tor; Miss Carolyn
Troutman, entered into the activities and
to restore seivice as soon as the
Madisonville, assistant attendant; gatherings planned for, this
Senate acts. Eisenhower's signaMr's. Gladys Wilkerson, Paducah, thirty-seventh annual t°sari ence.
ture then would be just a matter
chaplain; and Mrs. Arnie Abra- "Not to defeat an opponent nor
of gettitig the final measure to
ham, musician.
to win a prize. but to emulate the White House.
The officers were installed by the best." the theme of these
Mrs. Nancy Sasser, national di- meetings, permeated the festival.
Asks Rate Hike
rector, Montgomery, Ala., Mrs. The Murray participants, Kay
Summerfield faced a possible
Clyde Spillman, Bowling Green, Parker, daughter of Mr. and rough session today when he apstate past president, and Mrs. Mrs. Thomas Parker, Maty Jane pears before a public session of
Jewell McClain. Fulton, state Austin, daughter of the Rev. the House Post Office Committee
past president_
and Mrs. Orval Austin, a n d to plead for an increase in postal
Felicity Anne Hallanan, daugh- rates—a penny boost in threecent stamps and six-cent air
ter of Major and Mrs. Gorge
(Continued On Page Three)
Hallanan, Jr.. all hope to return
to next year's session, with a
larger group. Edwina K i r k,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Frank Kirk, was alse eligable.
Kay Parker received a superior rating and gold pin in oratorThe regular meeting of the
ical declamation; Felicity Anne
Hazel P. T. A. will be hekl
liallanan rated superior in inThursday. April .18, at 2:45 p.m.
terpretative reading, junior high; at Hazel
High Sch ad.
Mary Jane Austin received a
Mrs. Brooks Underwood, pres. Maundy Thursday Communion very
good criticism in inter- ident, will preside
at the business
will be observed -in the chapel
pretative reading. senior high. session.
There will be the election
of the First Methodist Church
Standards were high, and all of new
officers for the coming
on Thursday eveninw from seven
groups were large.
:sear.
thirty until eight-thirty, accordMrs. Buron Jeffrey was ithe
Mrs. Ray Brownfield and the
ing to a statement by the pastor, Coach
for the Murray High stu- F. H.
A. girls will present their
Rev. Paul T. Lyles. This is a dents.
Mrs. Austin transported annual Style Show.
traditional service - in the First the
group, accompanied by Mrs.
At the conclusion of the proMethodist Church in keeping
Hallanan.
gram a room count will be taken
with the tradition of the church
and refreshments will be served
for many years.
by the first grade room mothers.
Maundy Thursday refers to
The executive committee will
ancient custom of washing the
meet at 2:00 to discuss some
feet of the poor which took place
special business. All committee
on Thursday' before Good Frichairman are urged to be preday. Christians today observe
sent.
communion' services on Maundy
Thursday in commemoration of,
the Last Supper which Christ
Charlie Duncan, age 86, passed
observed with his disciples.
away Monday at his residence
Communicants will come in a' on Dexter, Route One.
continuing body from seven He is survived by one daughthirty .until eight-thirty. T h e ter, Mrs. Ethel Dixon. Dexter
chapel will be the.seene of med- Route; two Sisters, Mrs. Dora
Mrs. Ethel Francis, wife of
itation and prayer as modern Bizzell and Miss Amanda Dun- the late Bro.
C. L Francis, a
disciples prepare their minds and can, both of Dexter Route One; former minister
of the Murray
hearts for the solemn hours of three
grandchildren
and one Church of Christ. passed away
Good Friday and the joyful ap- great -grandchild.
at her home in Columbia. Tenn.,
proach of Easter Sunday.
He was a member of the Sunday night: April 14.
Holiness Church. Funeral servThe fillneral *as conducted at
EXPLOSION KILLS FOUR
ices were held today at 1:30 p.m. 2:30 this afternoon in Columbus,
in the Church of Jesus Christ. Tenn.
ROTtERDAM, The Netherlands Services were conducted by Bro.
The Francis' were in Murray
— Four men were killed and Pasford Patterson. Burial was in for six years and many.
.people
at least eight were injured seri- the McDaniel .cemetery.
in Murray will remember Mrs.
The Linn Funeral Home of Francis and her late
ously today when the boiler of
husband
a 'tugboat undergoing repairs ex- Bemon was in charge of the for the many good deeds they
arrangements.
ploded in Rotterdam harbor.
rendered- while here.

Murray High
Students Win
Speech Honors

Methodists To
Hold Maundy
MSC Diamond Squad
To Meet Western
Thursday

Elderly Man Named
In Drunk Charge

Hazel PTA Will
Meet Thursday
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Former Murrayan
Dies On Sunday
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TRIPLE-OVERLOADED
JAPANESE FERRY
SINKS WITH 218 ON
BOARD. SCORES LOST

PACT SIGNCO IN LONDON ,
WILL MAKE SINGAPORE
et
A FREE STATE WITHIN
1111115H COMMONWEALTH, Mg BRITAIN RETAINS
EXTERNAL AFFAtitS rows,
AND SIGHT TO INTERNAL
RUE& if NECESSARY

PARIS GOES GA-GA
OvER VISITING
LQUEEN ELIZABETH

OTTAWA IRKED AT U S
OVER CANADA ENvOY S
SUICIDE IN CA4110

KHRUSHCHIV ANNOUNCES
25.YE•R INTEREST FREE
MOIATOINum ON PAYMENT
Of BONDS SOVIET PEOPLE
HAVE SEEN FORCED TO BUY

•••

IL.

•ie
U.S.S.R.

de

#-S.

C AN A

•

UNITED
STATES

U. S. APRIL WEATHER
TORNADOES IN SOUTHEAST.
BLIZZARD ACROSS NORTH.
_ MIDWEST malts FLOOD

R.

WOBBLY JORDAN
MAY SE KEY TO
WHETHER wAR
BREAKS OUT IN
MIDDLE EAST

F

UAW CONVENTION
IN ATLANTIC CITY
COMES UP WITH
A CALL FOR THE
FOUR -DAY WEEK

•
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AFRICA

NEW CASINIT TAKES
OFFICE IN INDONESIA,
BUT ARMY STILL RULES
IN MANY ISLANDS
,

I

SAUDI ARABIA WARNS
ISRAELI SHIPS SAILING
GULf OF AOASA WILL SE
SHELLED FROM COAST

RIO-TO-SAO PAIJI
1
PLANE CRASHES ON
, ISLAND KILLING 25
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' a •18-Cell solar :battery. On sun-

XT

les.s days the cell can be active!, .!
Products
' by an incandescent light or s:\
...
rechargeable flashlight-size be'
teriee. Admiral Corp of Chicag,
By CCeIDE . H. ,FARNSeNOTH the maker; estimates the value ,
United Pie* Staff Cereespendent • tet, get at seem_

ilew

c • •'•
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Server Of
Processes
Has Bad Time

NEW eYORK —111.4-- Kites have
-crime a long way,eince the days
of Benjamin Franklip. Now they-1 " A new fertilizer, described as
'ye got plastic-coated ones for one of the most concentrated
By DOC _QUIGG,
!complete fertilizers on'the market.
faster takeoff and longer use.
- The trouble. says Cranden Mar- will be introduced to Midwest United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK elm .—There's an
tin , Manufacturing Co. of St, farmers this spring, says the manLollies was that the takeoff had ufactnrer. the Plant Food Division everlasting battle for survival
--en---here---in--thin-voreirete
aTwaYs "been impeded-be --d•tiv rth of Olin 114-a-thieson rhimiCal .Corp.
jungle. and one of the r11044 -inthe erreind and possible snagizine. Tim new Ammo-Phos pelletized e
.,terestihg bouts on the card is the
Its answer is a kite coated with fertilizer provides 56 units 0
r
baecetee nelvethrlene. a plastic plant food • per 100 pounds of sward( hotels and apartments vs
the process servers.
mateteal.
it- Lta
nr '"ides fertilizer..The teenpany says the
Abe Miller. the professional
not only mei.tere.eesistance but .
zinalysis redaces the amount
catch-'em man we interviewed
greater durability.
of feler Which the farmer must
recently on his life and hard time
— _
e haul and apply with, the plant as a bill collector, has come back
The maker _of a new cement feod,
and given us another installment
base paint says- the product .will
,
of his 25-vear career This one
prevent e•eter seep ge in 51101
INSTALLS 'WORLD BANNER is about ,how to 'be -a process
spot, aeebasements seine .aeot
,
-gn
e
yetor pits.
C peen. Co' %yr
Armj
"WASHINGTON
subsidiary of Sun Chemical CAT.
St.•ria. or some other swanky
Of San Eranciscro says its. new 15 going to install at the Penta..wa.ereet )(Bee.. is actually, -a gon a radio transmitter whit!, hotel. tn serve a summons." Nee
heeen -New. at the desk th‘ty
"breathing type" Coating that oer- can send mesages anywhere ir won' sti‘-e you a room number
mits 'Moisture •n-eseepe. It is the world. The service announced - f
the party is Si". I hate
made v.-ith a high percentage of Friday that the advanced desigr
letle ieea of fro: own. When I
Fhort wave transmitter will be
Portland cement. .
a ,hotel looking for a
known as the world spanner
T have a special lone enStffl exnerimental Int offering It was deseeleed by the Arrai vi"
eae deep nink or deep 'blue.
a clue as to what future beaches Signal Engineering Laboratorie at
addressed' to hire.'
and picnic grounds may be like F. Monmouth. N. J.. and Con- Must Be Alert
is a sun-powered portable radio- tinental Electronics Inc. of Dal"The reason for the especially
phonograph The enit operates n 77e. Tex

TRIM FOR EASTER (SEALS)

4

•

U. S. TOMAS-WIN Mrs. Ivy Baker Priest and Denise Kennedy,
4-year-old Easter Seal girl, compare hats for Easter Seal tea
s is made of Easter Seals on a regular.
In Washington. Mr, t eester Seal clown-Jan. (international)
hat ferm She is

Abe says that in lush apartment houses the "shady characters" he's looking for are usually
in "cahoots" with the doormen.
.If you work your way with a
elmitny. eigetlaCe"efteethe es/et-vier
entrance, you often find he's in
"cahoots" with. the service man.
Abe says. One answer is to try
to get in "cahoots" eoueself with
the right men.

net rhessages in the- mail: by
right away I eerne in and say I
have-,, a, note for rtir so-and-se
mid hente it to the clerk Then
go :setae and corne .ba,i-le in about
13 minutes.eand wherever I see
my envelope .nretruding in the
box. T know that's the right room'
rolereeer"
The secret of sers-ing a sumTeens i to be very alert, and fast
"Once -You've handed' him the
naner you leave, right now."
Abe say., •
-One trettble with the swanky
hood:" he. contineed. "is they
e7.>"Vie what we in fhe business call
get-awev exits' Once years ago
; 1 was looking for Charlie Chaplin' g (nil' wise Irving to site him
for 115 rel0 aboet a movie. He
moved 'into a big hotel tower
suite, where, they won't let you
enetairs. and then he'd take the
eter right down to the base, esent vara-te-. - or- feet. get off at
one of several levels. and take
s,rne different exit.
. "We Were looking for a Callefornia . license. Like many big
celebri•iee he hired a local lirnoUsine- 'with a chauffeur, and
Winn(' the e,!tlain down when
he go.. in there were two or,
three of tis process -servers IsV
ing for him and we never cu,
lay our hands on him in that
fieund him .in
hotel. .We .
the Plaza Bar."

T

Talks Back --Jail

had a summons once against

Eastman Employees
Savings Rose In 1956

—MINNIE'S A HEROINE --- SHE SAVED A PIGEON

ROCHESTER, N Y. —
_
Eastman Kodak Co. employes
saved , $4.5 million more last
year than they did ,in 1955, according to the 1956 annual report
oL the Eastman _Sayings and Loan
Association, ,
James K. Killip. executive vicepresident of the association whieh
is *linked to the firm, reported
that savings in the institution rose
eoeee record $36,e00,000—up l3.0
per cent over 1955.
Killip revealed that the association's assets reached $42 milliun. making itefourth in amount
of assets among the 159 sayings
and loan associations chartered
by New York State.
one of the toughest gangsters in
the world — a racketeer," Abe
said. "The lawyer had tried three
other process servers and they
refused. It was the easiest money
I ever made because I knew you
have to use the direct approach
with these tough guys, no fast
stuff. I just came into his office
and told his secretary' what it
was—and got rigbt in to see him."
Abe figures his closest call was
when he served a man a nonpayment of rent summons, then;
five blocks away, discovered the
man running after him, summons.
M one hand, a knife in the ether,
yelling- "You take that suinMenis
back." Abe took it. Who is he to
argue?

MINNIE, Siamese cat belonging to Joseph Menex of Cambridge, Mass., poses with the heroism medal
,,ahe got-from a cat food company. She brought home a pigeon with a broken leg. Minnie is flanked
by her frisky offspring, Kate and Duplicate. •
llriternattonalSoundphotol
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Pull up to the purpli—
e pump

Gulf proudly presents

4

The revolutionary new motor fuel for today's most
advanced engines: GULF CREST

?..

New Gulf Crest surpasses all other gasolines in
these two significant ways:

Gulf guarantees
peak performance with
no knock,no pre-ignition

•Made with a new, exclusive Gulf formula, it
keeps modern engines cleaner, quieter, smootherrunning than any other gasoline.
•New Gulf Crest is packed with more potential
power per gallon than any other gasoline. New
Gulf Crest will deliver peak performance without
knock or pre-ignition—even in today's most critical engines. Pull up to the purple pump—fill up
with new Gulf Crest.

0
AR

It

ON ALL DRY CLEANING!
All garments cleaned by us receive
FREE MOTHPROOFING during the
'cleaning process. Protect your preciousgarments ... call vs today,

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

Phone 430

Murray, Kentucky

•

-. —tee,

ITALIAN film star Rea Martin- 1
eel (above) faces an le-munth !
jail sentence in Rome for
torieneselashing ..three ponce,
te. -Le months for eich tongue! siting. They were trying 20
f' 'C her a ticket for driving
Let sports car'through a cross
Walk illegally. Said she, 'My
$ongue sometimes runs away
with me." The 23-year-old star
Unternatemal)
Ii appealing.

Now, more than ever
to get the best from
your car...GO GULF

New Gulf Crest
best ever sold for the
fonest care ever built

New Gulf Super No-Nox•
for all hto the most
critical of today's engines

good Gulf.
that fart-ems

high -value gasoline
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Selected As A Best All Round Kenincky Community

NeW8paper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

First. •.
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, April 16, 1957

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

• Vol. LXXVIII No. 91

POSTOFFICE MONEY IS SEEN BY TODAY
Candidates Draw For Positions Russia Mixes
On May 28 Primary Ballot
In Jordan
Politics

Candidates gathered yesterday
in the office of the county court
clerk to draw for positions on
the ballot for the pripary election
-28.
their names will appear on
Itethe ballot in the order named.
The various offices and the
sequence in which the candidates
will be listed are as follows.

Magistrate Liberty Dist.
Almon Willoughby
H. C. "Hemp" Ellis
Magistrate Wadesboro Dist.
Lee Donelson
Freeman Peeler
Max Parrish
Magistrate Brinkley Dist.
Earl Adams
(no opposition)
Magistrate Hazel Dist.
Oren Simmons
Roy Pool
W. D. Steeley
• Magistrate Swann Dist.
Calvin "Bill" Scott
(no opposition)
Constasble Murray Dist.
Fred T. Lee
L. A. Story

May

dal
ked
Ito)

Clerk of Court of Appeals
(unexpired term)
Miss Doris Owens
J. L. "June" Suter
-State Rpresentatlys
Owen Billington
iharlie Lassiter
Circuit Judge 42nd Dist.
Earl Orsborne
H. H. Lovett
Com'wth Atty 42nd Dist.
James M. Lassiter
(no opposition)
Circuit Court Clerk
Mary "RussellWilliam,
James H. Blalock
•
Coroner Calloway County
Max H. Churchill
lino opposition)
County Judge
Dewey D Crass
Garland Neale
Waylon Rayburn
Leon Hale
County Attorney
„
George H. Weeks
Robert 0 "Bob" Miller
County Court Clerk
t Randall B Psttersin
1afton C. Garner
Shairiff Calloway County
Woodrow Rickman
Cohen Stubblefield
Harold Siieights
Elmo Trellis Boggess
A. A. "Red" Doherty
Tax Commissioner
Robert Young
(no opposition)
Jailer Calloway County
Ed Burkeen
Gordon
'Seth Cooper
Bryan Nanny
Clyde Steele
Joe McCuistion
Leo Carraway
Luther Suggs
Magistrate Murray Dist.
K. B. McCuistion
H M. Workman
Magistrate New Concord Dist. Otis Buey
C. Byerley
Noel Warren

de

C. A. Hale
Passes Away
Monday Night

4
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Mild Weather In
Store For Baseball
By UNITED PRESS
Mild weather was in store
today for the opening of the
baseball
iNcatterecl showers occurred in
Chicago. but elsewhere in the
eastern half of the nation skies
were expected to be clear to
partly cloudy.
The shower system extended
from the Great Lakes southwestward through Texas and
Oklahoma Showers also hit southern Missouri and western Tennessee through western Louisiana.
dle OSt of the precipitation was
lint. although wind gusts up
to 70 miles per hour' ripped
Houston. Tex. and 55 m.p h.
gusts hit Shreveport, La., during
sudden downpours Monday night.
Cool Pacific air, overspread
most of'the western half of the
nation during the night, although
the only sub - freezing readings
reported were in the mountains.

Weather
Report

I
I

By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
cloudy with showers and scattNed thunderstorms today, tonight and Wednesday, high today
67. Low tonight 52.
Some 5:30 a.rn temperatures:
Covington 47, Paducah 49, Bowling Green 48. London 46, Louisville 47, Lexington 36, and Hopkinsville 47.
Evansville, Ind.;- 48.

C. A. Hale, age 75, passed
away at his home on the Murray
Lynn Grove Highway Monday
night at 8:15 following a heart
attack.
He was a prominent leader in
Murray and Calloway County,
havtais served fa . public offiqe
more than 21 years and tatight
school for 16 years. He served
as County Judge for two terms,
State Representative two years,
Parole Officer three years. Tax
Commissioner eight years. He
was also active in church work.
Surviving relatives are his
widow. Mrs. Willie Mae Chambers Hale; one sister, Mrs. John
McPherson. Murray, one halfsister. Mrs. Donna Pace. Marshall County, two half-brothers,
Charlie Hale, Murray and 011ie
Hale. Murray.
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church in
Murray
where the funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 with Bro.
Paul T. Lyles conducting the
service. Burial will be in the
city cemetery.
Active pallbearers will be Tip
Doran, Rue Overby. Charlie
Robertson, Yandall Wrather, Nat
Ryan* Hughes, Carl Kingins; honorary pallbearers are V. C. Stubblefield, Sr., J. D. Sexton, Rob
Lee, C. W. Crawford and Nolan
Jet ton.
Friends and relatives may call
at the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home until the funeral hour.

Mrs. McClure
Dies Monday
Mrs. Alex C. McClure. age 72.
passed away Monday night at
9:10 at the Murray General
Hospital. Her death was attributed to complications following an
extended illness. She is the wife
of the late Alex C. Smith who
preceded her in death May 14,
1952.
Survivors include, two daughters, Mrs. Louise Jellison and
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, both of
Murray; two sons, Richard K.
McClure and John G. McClure',
both of Louisville; one brother,
E. W. Sheegog of Hazard, Kentucky; one granddaughter. Miss
Jennie Lou Jellison of Battle
Creek, Michigan, three grandsons. Richard M. and John W.
Hutson, both of Murray and
Richard
K. McClure, Jr. of
Louisville.
Mrs. McClure .was a member
of the Douglas Boulevard Christian Church in Louisville where
she had been a member for the
past 62 years. Funeral services
will be held at the Embry-Bosse
uneral
Home
in
Louisville
Thursday. at 2s00 p.m. conducted
by Rev. T. M. Ginner. Burial
will be in the Resthaven Cemetery in Louisville.
The body will be carried to
Louisville at 9:30 p.m. this afternoon. Friends may call at the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
until' 8:60 p.m.
______

By GEORGE BITAR
United Press Staff Correspondent
BEIRUT, Lebanon t — The
Soviet Union intervened in the
Jordan political crisis in an unsuccessful effort to keep leftist
Premier Suleiman Nabulsi in
power, informed Arab sources
said today.
The sources said the Soviet
sent warnings to President Game] Abdel Nasser of Egypt, Syrian
Presidenr Shukri
El-Kuwatly
and King Hussein that Israel
was preparing an armed attack
that could come at any time.
The warning was made to persuade Hussein not to insist on
the withdrawal of Syrian troops
from Jordan and to persuade
him to retain Nabulsi as premier
on grounds it would be fatal -for
Jordan to be without a government when attacked.
Reports Proved False
Hussein suspected the intrigue
but did not leave anything to
chance, the sources said. He
called in the foreign ambassadors
in Amman to check the reports
and then went ahead with his
original plans when .informed
the reports were without foundation.
It was Nabulsi who announced
two weeks ago that Jordan
planned to establish diplomatic
relations with the Soviet Union.
The 21-year-old
King w a s
known to be violently opposed
to this, and the sources said this
action helped him take the warning with a grain of salt.
However
a
Foreign
Office
spokesman in Amman said Monday Jordan will "repulse by
force" any Israeli aggression.
The Foreign Ministry said it
had informed all Arab and Western embassies of this decision.
. Diplomatic observers speculated that the Soviet warning may
have been aimed at bolstering
leftists in Syria as well as Jordan. ,Hussein has reported to
have protested alleged reinforcement of the Syrian force in
north Jordan. but Foreign Minister Salah El Biter denied in
Damascus that Jordan had asked
for its withdrawal.
Compromise Reached
Hussein went ahead and (lusted Nabulsi last Wednesday to
touch off a week-long power
struggle.
The two appeared to' have
struck a compromise Monday
night when Hussein Khhlidi. a
former foreign minister • and a
Staunch supporter of the King.
formed a cabinet which includedNabulsi as foreign minister and
minister of communications.
Informed sources here said
Jordan's position was still far
from clear although King Hussein apparently had won But
they said the basic issue of
whether Jordan will pursue a
pro-Western or a leftist foreign
policy remains to be seen.
'Reports from Jordan gave a
confused picture of the situation.
A Western diplomat who arrived
here from Amman said leftist
politicians. a segment of the
army and Syrian agents had
plotted to overthrow Hussein.
Hussein got word of the plot
and sent layal troops to besiege
the conspirators at Zarka. the
headquarters of Maj. Gen. Abu
Ali Nuwar, the chief of staff.
After a short clash between
the rival factions, Hussein himself arrived 'and ordered Nuwar
deposed and several senior officers either arrested or forcibly
retired from the army, the diplomat said.

Elderly Man Named
In Drunk Charge
An elderly man was fined
$10.00 by County Judge Waylon
Rayburn yesterday after pleading guilty to charges of public
drunknehs and diso,rderly conduct.
He is Roy Waldrop who resides
near Dexter. He was released
after promAng to pay the fine
and court costs,

Mrs. Ingeborg Bell
Now A Citizen
Mrs. Ingeborg K. Bell, wife of
Glenn D. Bell of 502 South
Seventh Street, became an American citizen yesterday in a ceremony at Paducah,
Mrs. Bell came in the United
States in October of 1953. She
rneeriter husband in Berlin, Germany where she was employed
by the American Government as
a clerk. He was a corporal in
the United States army.
married four months
They
later when she arrived in
America. After living in Gary,
Indiana for several months they
came back to Murray in 1954.
He is employed with the Tennessee Valley Authority.
They have one son Steven
Wayne Bell, age fourteen months.
Mrs. Bell said that she "is
happy to be an $.merican citizen."

104 Year Old
Woman Inherits
Vast Fortune

Murray People Bill May Be On Desk Of The
Attend State President To Sign By Tonight
Woodmen Meet

DETROIT (8.1 — A 104-year
old charity patient, who ,worked
By WARREN DUFFEE
—six million short of what Postas a charwoman to raise a family
United Press Staff Correspondent master General Arthur P. Sumof 10 children, was awarded
$300.000 Monday from the estate
WASHINGTON ,11'
Repub- nwrfield originally asked.
•,
Accept* Smatter Amount:
of a millionaires& daughter.,who
One hundred fifty-eight----W-stc...- -heats- -congressional leaders told
He said the President re
tried to cut her off without a men Circle officers, delegates, Prs:siler• Eisenhower today a 41
cent
members and visitors attended million dollar postal "money or- that he would
The award to Mrs. Wilhelmina the 'State Convention of the der" may be on his uzsg for
MI
411111
tele
Van Etten, a city-supported pa- society held in the Helm Hotel signature t;night.
tient at a'rest home here, climax- in Bowling Green April' 11-12. „ The "order" is a special 'ap.
ralical situadir"p
4712
ed A two-year legal battle in Twenty-one went . from Murray. propriatiuns bill to provide
that Congress probably
courts in Michigan and New
Mrs. Goldia Curd, Murray, 'Post Office Department ateffit tion
York. Mrs. Van Etten's attorneys, state manager, and Mrs. Nola extra funds it says it needs to would not put up any more.
The Senate Appropriations
in a suit filed two years ago, Moltenberry, Bowling Green, re- 'keep operating at full force
contended that her six-times wed tiring state president, were elect-. Until the start of the new fiscal Committee was called into session a - half hour before the
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Momand, ed delegates to repretebt - the year July 1.
ignored her mother because of 4,190 adult and junior' members
The measure, aimed at re- Senate was to meet.
Quick committee approval was
fraud and undue influence.
at the National Convention to storing full postial service which
The daughter, who died May be held in November in Wash- was cut last Saturday, was being expected. Leaders hoped to get
25, 1955 at the age of 65, wrote ington, D. C.
considered at an emergency ses- the 41 million dollar emergency
six wills, but failed to leave
Other Murray members elect- sion of the Senate Appropriations appropriation before the Senate
her mother any of the 3 million ed to state offices were Mrs. B. Cornmittee today. It cleared the for action - later today:
But there was no assurance
dollar fortune she had amassed Wall Melugin, state attendant; House Monday.
by her marriages. In one of Miss Loretta Culver, state capSenate Republican Leader Wit. the Senate would actually go to
her wills, however, Mrs. Mo- tain; and Mrs. Lois Waterfield, ham F. Knowland (Calif.) and work on the bill today. Unanimous consent is required for the
mand..._ xemenibered_.‘liar __mother -Welfare shairMan—.--C.QP....Leader Joseph_ _W
nate to waive its ruTe—fliat
by a Agift to'the, University of
A very high tribute was paid Martin Jr, (Mass.) told Eisentations. must. !lie over" fur
'To
Nevadi. —
M-eIugin, - Kentucky's hower at a White -House 'leesIn.contestingsthe will attorneys highest producing district mana- lative conference that the ap- three days before the Senate acts
for Mrs. Van Etten cited usage ger. and to Dr. Rainey T. Wells, propriation might clear the Sen- on them.
Surnmertield Stands Back
of alcohol and drugs as reasons pioneer members and Kentucky's ate this afternoon and reach the
Mr. Hobart L. Loftin, age 60,
A single senator could block
why her daughter was unfit to first state manager with the White House tonight.
died Monday at the home of his
action. This would delay the bill
Woodmen Circle.
make a will.
Knowland said he expects the
daughter. Mrs. Ray Smith, on
The Convention voted to us Senate to "go along" witrillte until Friday and might. prevent
The only member of the family
Murray Route Two.
mentioned in the will was Mrs. $50 of the special donation given 41 million dollar house figure restoration of full postal service
Survivors include one daughthis. Saturday. Postmaster GenerBetty . Roberts, of Los Angeles, t9 the Woodmen Circle Home
ter. Mrs. Ray Smith; four sisters,
al Arthur E. Summerfield has
a Sister of Mrs. Momand. Other for Aged members and orphans
Mrs. Ruth Smith. Murray Route
said he will not restore service
beneficiaries included her doctors, be tlsed to purchase Life Mem2, Mrs. Ruby Satory, Mrs. Nina
until the money bill is passed
nurses, servants and her last berships in the Golden Welfare
Scoggins. and Mrs. Ray Tabers
and signed by President Eisenhusband, Donald S. Momand of Club for Mrs. Melugin and Dr.
all of St. Louis; foUr brothers,
hower.
London..
Wells. About 50 years ago Dr.
Otis Loftin of Merrily oat. two,
Mrs. Van Etteri:Th—lsospital Went joined the Woodmen CirMcKinley Loftin, Grassy, Mo.,
Slice thee Senate will meet raid
patient for the past two years, cle and is one of the few men
Lora Loftin. Mayfield and Lure
day. It is scheduled to quit lot
was said to be in "satisfactory left in Kentucky who are memLoftin of St. Louis.
a long Easter recess at the close
condition."
bers of the Woodmen Circle._
He was a member of the Penof business Thursday. It might,
Asked what she would do with which for many years has writtecostal Church. Funeral services
however, be held over until
ten- into membership only women
the money, she said:
will be held- Wednesday at 11:00
Friday if necessary to pass tilt
and girls. ,
"Just pay some bills."
students
of
four
Three
the
am. at the Linn Funeral Home
postal bill.
Mrs. Nell Churchwell, Louis- who became eligible by receivChapel with Bro. Loyd Wilson
Odds
generally
seemed
ti
ville. was elected state president; ing superior ratings at the Regofficiating. Burial will be in the
favor Senate action in time fot
Mrs. Frances DeName. Cadiz, ional Speech Festival at Murray
Highland
Cemetery
Park
in
restoration of mail deliveries and
first vice president; and Mrs. State College were able to atMayfield.
reopening of postal windows this
Margaret Satterfield. Fulto n, tend the Kentucky High School
Friends may call at the Linn
Saturday. A post office spokessecond vice president.
Speech Festival at the University man has
C. C. Salmon has purchased
Funeral Home in Benton until
told the United Press
Other state officers elected are of Kentucky last week, through
the interest of R. L. Seaford in
the funeral hour.
full service could be restored
Mrs. Mary Ann Ogden. Slaugh- the sponsorship of the Murray
the firm of Seaford and Ray.
,
"within 24 hours" after t h e
ters. secretary; Miss, Gwendolyn High Sheol PTA.
according to an announcement
money is•available.
Wallis. Cadiz. treasurer: Mrs.
Greeted by Miss Chloe Giftoday.
Actually, chances were SumGrace Browning. Calhounz aiidi
ford,
director,
the
young
people
- Mr. Salmon is a long time
merfield ,would give the order
tor; Miss Carolyn
Troutman, entered, into the activities and
resident of Calloway. He started
to restore service as soon as the
Madisonville, assistant attendant; gatherings planned for this
•Senate acts. Eisenhower's signahe bakery in the building now
Mrs. Gladys Wilkerson, Paducah, thirty-seventh annual corfferenee.
ture then would be just a matter
toccupied by the firm of Salmon
chaplain; and ,Mr&__Amid Abra- "Not to defeat an opponent nor
of getting the final measure to
and Ray. He left Murray in 1939
•
ham, musician.
to
win
a
prize,
but to emulate the White House.
" alter he and Mr. Jeff Farris
The officers were- installed by the ,best," the theme of these
II operated the bakery. Mr. and Mrs. Nancy Sasser, national di- meetings,
Asks Rate Hike
permeated the festival.
Mrs. R. L. Long 'later rented
rector. Montgomery, Ala., Mrs. The Murray participants. Kay
Summerfield faced a possible
the bakery from Mr. Farris.
Spillman,
Clyde
Bowling
Green,
rough
session today when he apParker, daughter of Mr. and
The 6th Grade Girl Scout
The building was constructed
state past president, and Mrs. Mrs. Thomas Parker, Mary Jane pears before a public session of
Troop 4 was invested recently by Urban Stark,,
McClain.
Jewell
Fulton, state lustin. daughter of the Rev. the House Post Office Comnfittee
by Mrs. George H. Hallanan. Jr.,
Mr. Salmon operated a grocery
and Mrs. Orval Austin, a n d to plead for an increase in postal
at the Scout Cabin: Receiving store in Stella, Kentucky also. past president.
Felicity Anne Hallanan, daugh- rates—a penny boost in threetheir wings as full-pledged Girl The firm of Salmon and Ray
ter of Major and Mrs. Gorge H. cent stamps and six -cent air
Scouts were Diane Rogers, San- handles furniture and appliances.
(Continued On Page Three)
Hallanan, Jr.. all hope to return
dra Outland, Donna Seaford, During the remainder of this
to next year's session, with a
McKeel, Zane Kimbro, month, special prices will be
June
larger group. Edwina K i r k,
Judy Thompson, Patsy Purdom, placed on furniture and applidaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Marilyn Cohoon, Marieve Sykes, ances in' the store.
Frank Kirk, was also eligable.
Patsy Spann. Donna Hendon.,
- Kay Parker received a superJere Ann Brandon, Judy Bogard,
ior rating and gold pin in oratorNancy Fair, Judy Adams, Patsy
The regular meeting of the
ical declamation; Felicity Anne Hazel P. T.
Sears, Lashlee Bell. Patsy ThurA. will be. held
Hallanan
rated superior in in- Thursday,. April 18, at 2:45
mond, Sharon Churchill, Andrea
p.m.
terpretative reading. junior high; at Hazel ,High
Lassiter. At the same investiThe Murray State baseball and
Set-1.)ot.
Mary Jane Austin received a
ture, assistant leader, -Mrs. Ver- 'Innis teams invade Western
Brooks
Mrs.
Underwood, presMaundy Thursday Communion
very good criticism in inter- ident,•will preside
non Cohoon. also was invested, Kentucky today for OVC meet- will be observed
at the business
in the chapel pretative
reading. senior high. session. There will be the election
and Spout Jcanner Steytler re- ing, their first, contact in spring of the
First Methodist Church
Standards were high, end all of new officers
ceived three membership stars, sports this year.
.for the coming
on Thursday evening from seven groups
were large.
representing three completed
year.
The Racer nine will have two thirty until eight-thirty, accordMrs. Huron Jeffrey was the
years of scouting.
Mrs. Ray Brownfield and the
opportunities to enter the win ing to a statement by the pastor,
each for the Murray High stuThe leaders of Troop 4 are column in a double bill with Rev. Paul
F. H A. girls will present, their
T. Lyles. This is a dents.
Mrs.
Austin
Mrs
transported annual Style Show.
Edmund
Steytler.
Mrs. the Hilltoppers and the tennis traditional service in the First
Vernon
Cohoon,
Miss
Patsy men are hopeful of getting off Methodist Church in keeping the group, accompanied by Mrs.
At the conclusion of the proHallanan.
Moody....iThe aides are First-Class to a clean OVC skein after with the tradition
gram a room count will be taken
of the church
Scouts Carol Bea Quertermous, dropping three on a recent Florida for many
and refreshments will be served
years.
Lynette Lassiter and
Sandra trip.
by the first grade room mothers.
Maundy Thursday refers to
Fair. Two members of the troop
The executive committee will
The Bred diamond men lost ancient :custom of washing the
yet to be invested are Janice both ends of a twin bill to feet of
meet at 2:00 to discuss some
the poor which took place
Paschall and Frieda Fitts.
special business. All committee
Florence last week but out hit on Thursday before Good FriThe first special activity of the Alabamians in both games. day. Christians
chairman are urged to be pretoday observe
the newly invested troop was a Their pitching and hitting
sent.
was communion services on Maundy
bike hike to Martin's Chapel or timely but excessive
walks by Thursday in commemoration of
Wednesday, April 10. Aides Ly• their hurlers cost them the de- the Last Supper
Charlie Duncan, age 86, passed
which Christ
nette Lassiter and Sulvia Clack cisions.
observed with his disciples.
. away Monday at his residence
led the group, followed in the
The Toppers were laced by
Communicants will come in a on Dexter Route One.
car by Mrs. Steytler and the David Lipscomb'
18-2 in their continuing body from seven 'He is survived by one daugh(Continued On Page Three)
last outing. The Racers wit: thirty until eight-thirty. T h e ter, Mrs. Ethel' Dixon. Dexter
again count on the magic arrt chapel will be the scene of med- Route; two sisters, Mrs. Dora
Mrs. Ethel Francis, wife of
of Tom Wells and the big sticks itation and prayer as modern Bizzell and Miss Aruanda Dun- the late Bro.
CORRECTION
C: L. Francis, a
of rookie Lou Snipp and Dos disciples prepare their minds and can, both of Dexter Route One; former minister
of the Murray
The Ezell Beauty School it Dingwerth.
hearts for the solemn hours of three grandchildren
and
one Church of Christ. passed away
now open and will remain open.
Good
The racket thumpers led by
Friday and the joyful, ap- great -grandchild.
at her home in Columbia, Tenn.,
The school closed last week for John 'Powless and King clubbed proach of Easter Sunday.
He was a member of the Sundjiy night. April 14.
two days only, but is now open Florence 6-1 early this month.
Holiness Church. Funeral servThe fameral was' conducted at
again An advertisement inadEXPLOSION KILLS FOUR
ices were held today at 1:30 p.m. 2:30 this afternoon in Columbus,
vertenly ran for several dayA
REDS SEIZE BOATS
in the Church of Jesus Christ. Tenn,
giving the impression that the
NEMURO, Hokkaido IT
ROTTERDAM, The Netherlanc4, Services were conducted by Bre.
The Francis' were in Murray
school would close each Monday siant patrol boats seized tyke,
— Four men were killed and Pasford Patterson. Burial was in for six years and many people
and Tuesday. However the school unidentified Japanese fishing craft at least eight were injured seri- the McDaniel cemetery.
in Murray will remember Mrs.
will be open on Monday and off Shikotan Island in the South ously tgday when the boiler Of
The Linn Funeral Home of Francis and her late husband
Tuesday ancl every other day Kuriles Monday afternoon, it was a tugboat undergoing repairs ex- Benton was in charge of the
for the many good deeds they
with the exception of Sundays.
reported.
ploded in Rotterdam harbor.
arrangements.
rendered while here.

Hobart Loftin
Passes Away

Murray High
Students Win
Speech Honors'

C. C. Salmon Buys
Interest In Store

Girl Scout
Troop Invested
At Scout Cain

Methodists To
Hold Maundy
MSC Diamond Squad
To Meet Western
Thursday

Hazel PTA Will
Meet Thursday

Dexter Ilan
Dies Monday

Former Murrayan
Dies On Sunday
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LLIAGLit& ILUES PUBLISHING COMPAN if, Inc..
L'onsulidatatin of the Murray Leu‘er, The Calloway Tunes, and The
and the +Nest Kentuckien,' January
..ines-kierald, October 20,
Li, 1942.
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Orioles Score Victory In ' Livestock
Opener Monday Over Senators Report
By FRED DOWN
Unitea Press Sports Writer •
Inc iltajut I.gUe pennant races
start in ernes tesaay atter a
pris-eterwai opener .in WJS re ii
uasemiii put its worst foot for'a are.
some 250,000 fans are expecton at the eighi openers with
primary interest focusing on the
AeW lark Yarntees' attempt to
make a last getaway in quest
ut a third sirargnt American
tialeague pennant anti the Brooklyn Dodgers' embarking on what
is ligurea to De anutner seasonlong .vational League battle with
the Milwaukee Braves and Cmcuanati Heelless.

PUBLISHER•
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• Sows mostly 25 cents lower. U. S.
1 to 3 180 to 240 lbs mixed
weight and grades 17.50 ,to 18.25.
Several hundred head No. 1 to 2
around 190 to 225 lbs 18.50 at
the top. Sows U. S. 1 to 3 400
Ws down 16.25 to 15.75. Heavier
ST. LOU'S NAT'L STOCK- sows 15.50 to 16.
YARDS 'ittl - Livestock:
Cattle 6,500. Calves 800. Initial
hug! 1:,500. hiouerateiy active. Itrading relatively slow. Some
Barrows anu gilts 3 to 30 cents sales fully steady, with choice
lower than rrivay s average. 1200 lb steers to 23. Good and
choice steers 21.50 to 22.25. Cows
opening about steady but slow.
ATTENDANCE

the A. L., and
Kansas Cit..
girooeiyn as 1 nuauelpin.a krustrui,
Aew sork de. el.....allatOgrl, ,A11We reserve the right to reject any AdverUsma, Letters to the Editor,
waukee at Lineage, anu 'at. Louis
beat
the
for
not
are
opuuor
ar Public Voice items Wit}Ch in our
at 4...tin:ileum in the N. L.
atm:rest of our readers.
Casey stendci, setaing h is
eignal pennant ui luii, years,
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 13ed
II.TIONAL
SealtIS is-game wuiner Vtnney
hionroe, Aremphia. Tenn.; 2.50 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
Who
ort1 againSi ltle
By -1,Un ited Press
Ave.. Cruca,gs, SU Bolyston St. blostoz.
are opeuiiigN no Limea qiiJOL1S.
Weatner ,And Attendance
as
Catered at the Post Office, :Murray, Kentucky, for tran-a-e)--,tion
htrigeoui wine rtero heore was
For roday's Openers Second Class Matter
Lice,eiaflu s eioAce to open fur
Detroit at rtansas Lity-CloullacOdLIS agatast • 44.g fiarsue cty;--temperature in 60s, 31,000.
per
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 20c,
man of tile omit.) sog; z rang
Chicago -'at cieveiana- alustly
else83.50;
year
per
month 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties,
suluvan or loin orettier isgoing clotaiy, Mal-Stls, 33,000.
where. $5.50.
lor inc *.isea sok ae.unst USe
tios,oil at istmanure - Partly
winner ciouay, low bus, 30,000.
ipiaquies, and
r rank Lary of tue figers is
Wasiungtun at New York
lacing i um Morgan of use Ads- lat{,,
and WitrIller, high alts, 30,-*
(14-14) vs Klippstein (12-11).
Wile&
000.
Today's Probable
-Spann
Chicago
at
Milwaukee
A Ragged Start
Reim Sidelined
National League
(20-11) vs litibh (13-10),
Pitchers-:In the Aa..amAt Deague night
Brooklyn at Phiutuelprua, night
The season got oil Monday
to a somewhat ragged start when opener, the viudders ale sending -Clear and cool, lose tub, 43,000•
United 'Press
3.ew York at Yittsuurgh the Baltimore Orioles scored an a I -game winner Don esewesailoe
Yesterday's Baseball
1956 Won-Lost records in parent.
11-inning, 7-6 victOry over the dgitolat •ituUr/I Ituoerks of toe Clouay and warmer, low 60s,
American League
Washington Senators in a three- Vrthues. use Dougers will be 35.000.
Washington at New York Results
.and • 17-minute struggle vvithout the services . of PeeWee
hour
Milwaukee at Chicago-Partly
Ford
119-6).
Stubbs (15-15) vs
by 26 hits and five er- Reese in an opener fur the first cloudy, mid 50s, 30.00().
marked
van
By United i2ress
Boston at Baltimore--Sulli
.
rors. President Eisenhower tossed time in his career, excepting the
St. Collis at ; Cincinnati-Mild
.(14-7) or Brewer (19-9) vs
American League.
out two ceremonial 'fist balls" war years, because of a strained but threatening, brisk winds, low
tJohnson (97 11).
':-..
back muscle. Don Zimmer, the 60s, 31,000.
11 Innings
- and looked like -the best pitcher
Chicago at Cleveland-HarshBrooks' hard luck kid, is reBilly
until
park
ball
the:
in
3
01-715
vs.
Score
420-9)mail" 4.15'-111Baltimore nu.020-200
placing • him.
two
pitch
to
along
.-,ne
Lues.
2.
11
.
y
r
i
La
00-6
Chy.-7
Kansas
Detroit at
:
fft, 500 010
Wash.
Warren Spahn. a 20-game winFight Resylts
the
up
.
Mak
and
r_
innings
,--/isitss
'Brown. Fertile:es (41,, O'Dell
• 121-13i sliM
ner last season, is . handling the
triumph.
day mound chore
opening
19'.. I.•es 4101 aril '1'nandas.
Braves'
Something more like big league
By United Pres*
Brooklxii at Philadelphia
P- ...dal (8) and CourtI Cm..
against ;• the Cubs' Bob Rush;
competition is anticipated tOday
NEW YORK - Sugar Hart.
night,liteeVcombe (27-7)
New
v. W inn er-Loes (1-0). Loser
the
Johnny Antonelh of
145,i. Philadelphia, stopped Wiland . tonight from a schedule
Roberti (4
.ig'•
-Pascual t 0-1). ' HR-Triandos.
York cajtaritiL is opposine Bob.
has Washington at New
he Stevenson. 147. Boston (7).
that
ex af Pittsharges
.
--An-:
ins!
League
No'
Pirates and Vineger
the
of
Friend
BosYork. Chicago at Cleveland.
tene..1 120-131 vs Friend (lt.:17)
scheduled.
No gar •
the
for
-hurling
is
Bend
'511201
PROVIDENCE. R.I.
ton -at: Baltimore and Detroit al.
-51.11S- 1. •Cinnr.r.a- i
2-ST.--U
Bobby
St. Louis Caiditials- against StifBoyd, 163. Chicago outpointed
prise starter Johnny Klippstein
Eddie Demars, 164,, Springfield.
of the Redlegs.
Mass. (10).
-Thu -races- start with - the- Yanpick
in
2-5
a
lop-sided
kees
--1
4NEW ORLEANS-Gordon Van
• the A. L. and the Braves a Lou, 149. Grand Rapids, Mich.,
.„eglialki _, 4 ;..4.
L.
N.
the
slight
choice
in
I
outpointed
Rodriguez,
Herbie
I A crowd of 23,872 saw the 149. New Orleans (10).
!
Orioles finally. beat out the Sena. tors Monday when •Dick Williams
OAKLAND. Calif.-Bob Satdoubled, moved to third on a terfield. 184. ChiCago, . knocked
sacrifice and scored on a sacrifice tirtlt Ben 'Wise, 193%, Oakland
fly by rookie outfielder Carl
41).
Powis.
JAMES

•
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-DA IR Y- BABY

by RYAN-MILK -CO.-Grade A Division -

And I've got plenty to
Spare.

.It takes a lot of energy to
play baseball ..,

Of course I've been drink.
ing lots of Sunburst Mote.

.

co gait:seam

Cr

F

Si fOUTHER

Pe

N

•

Has Purchased The Interest of R. L. Seaford
In The Firm Of

Seaford & Ray
Furniture and Appliances
FURNITURE SPECIALS THIS MONTH
For the rest of this month special prizes will

•

be given store-wide!
FOR BIG, BIG SAVINGS VISIT...

SALMON

1

-

RAY

AND

C.

FURNITURE and APPLIANCES
PHONE 1824

105 N. 3rd ST.

We Are Closing
Our Business In Murray •
AND OFFER MANY BARGAINS TO THE
PEOPLE OF THIS AREA!!

41

Sale Starts Tuesday, April 16

* AMAZING POWER!
UNBEATABLE
PERFORMANCE!

LAST DAY OF SALE - THURSDAY, APRIL 18
Three 8'x18' TRAILER AWNINGS, Canvas Only . . $37.50
849.50
One, 8'x24' TRAILER AWNINGS, Canvas Only ...
$1.35
each
TRAILER AWNING POLES
$6.00
set
Two Sets, Six-Piece GLIDER CUSHIONS
S1.25
each
UTILITY CUSHION for Metal Chairs
each 35c
Wood CAMP STOOLS
each 50c
piece
one
COVERS,,
LAWN CHAIR

*tANTASTIC LOW PRICE!

1V1 CD BPI.
!raw

CXCID

ROCHESTER, N. Y. UP Paul
Mffler was named president of
the Gannett Co. Inc. Thursday.
Frank Gannett, founder of the
company which operates a group
of 23 newspapers and eight radio
and television stations, was elecFOR PEACE AND QUIET?
ted president emeritus. Gannett
ROME et A large advertise- tkorved as active director of
ment in a Rome uewspaper to- the company until two years ago
day urged tourists to "spend when he was confined to his
home because of illness.
Easter in Jordan."

C. C. SALMON

A bIREC.F ROUIL
HONOLULU AP - Marine
Wilcox
fighter pit.4 Kenne'th
took the shortest way honte Friday when his Jet burst into
flames on a training flight. Wilcox. a firsk lieutenant, bailed out
the Kaneohe Mardirectly (I'
the Air S tiem and landed near
the bachelor, quarters where he

Heads Gannett Newspapers

I,Jtilify and commercial cows 12.50
to 14.50. Bulls draggy and weak.
Utility and commercial 14 to
15.50. Vealers active and fully
steady. Few high choice and
prime '27 to 28. Choice 23 to 26.
Limited supply calves firm. Good
and choice 19 to 21.

TH.

Livir.14.1

DELUXE AIR CONDITIONER
a-

•

VENETIAN BLINDS
Two
One
Two
One

One 30"x41"
47,xx3
32
3
;
56
Oneo 3
'two
Two 34' 2 x49"
One 32"x64"
One 35 1 2"x35"

No other air conditioner
-offers SO MUCH...
for SO MUCH less!

One 3'x7' at
One 5'x7' at
One 10'x7' at

* Mounts Flush!

Olds Owner; That's nothing,
adit'll you take a• fide.

e

thus

new J..!

th.df 'I 'II me Ii..a it wor1.4.

Neighbor:
Olds Owner..r . •

,1.1-11i•ried...

I 11•1

heti on'ff .1,rt ITV! 11114;1

OffliflaiV-IreirialtiOn.. it

ti..11

capital 4.. But
•
.for taint t.
1 41.i
4.,1 teas-A
rt.r- 4,1 the :isay, doe n -and rue
...11,1.411%

•

61/0-1444V4A;Cr

,Neighbo's..
Olds

EE

Olt/Aar: It. Ir

YGUR

•

I

65"x54"
67"x54"

each

$950
AINW
each

each

Bamboo PORCH SHADES

$3.50
$5.75

$12.90

Two 3'x6' at
Two 4'x6' at

One 5'x6' at
Five 10'x6' at
One 8t6" at

$1.85 ea.
$2.25 ea.
$2.65
$4.49
$3.95

PLASTIC ART LEATHER, sells $3.95 .to $6.50 yard, for upholstering, several colors, 54- .. CLOSE OUT AT $1.98 yd.
S1.49 yd.
Small Amount Cloth Upholstering Material at
$9.95 each
Two TRACTOR UMBRELLAS at
Fifteen WINDOW SHADES, 40" to 54" wide x 7' long 99c ea.
$3•45
ONE PLAY TENT at only
•• •
One HAMMOCK and FRAME at
• ****** 20c yd.
VENETIAN BLIND TAPE, Cotton
\ 30c yd.
Plastic VENETIAN BLIND TAPE
5c yd.
only
at
VENETIAN BLIND CORD
Six Sets Auto SEAT COVERS, old model cars
Automobile SUN VISORS at only
asOceO
0.
125e
1
. $3.
One CUTTING TABLE, six feet by twenty feet • .>411•
$20.00
One STORE COUNTER, 30"x11' at ***
$15.00
One DESK & CHAIR at ..
Two STOCK BINS at .
s
00
One Lot AUTO TRIM and HiADLINING at Reduced P
.e
$1rr2ic

j

JUST COOLS BETTER

2. so?, ein t•rt-c. nmn4my when you
•I it
me!

•

air circulators!

aitha

• ..
•

EFFECT!

Move ALL the
air into every
corner of the 11
room!... 360'
rotation!.., tilt up or down!
_
-

Neighbor %Ein-41s.rnan,
net er felt anything like that Itef.mrel

tom, fr

Olds Owner:

GCOROE ITNE GR

ONLY VORNADO offers you

(4 feu nunrstrs irster)

a4.1.-i-ti

Single Unit Control!
Triple-Power Cooling!
Exhaust Air!
Decor-Blend Styling!

20% LI

Neighbor eiv. tour nee 01.14 pure
look. like a lot of car!

each

One
One
One
One

$15°

Two 76"x54"
One 73"x27"
One 82"x63"
55'2"x54" $200 One 82"x57"
One 68"x56"
51"x42"

BASSWOOD SHADES

MORE FEATURES
THAN ANY OTHER
AT THE PRICE!

*
*
*
*

Five 45"x58"
One 42"x33"
One 38"x54"
One 47"v38"

24"x60"
26'2"x39"
24"x42"
19"x53"

WEST KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC CO.

lits expecting you!

AUTHORIZED _OLDSMOBILE

QUALITY

Murray Tent & Awning Company.
SOS WALNUT

DEALER

MURRAY, KY

PHONE 61

Phone 1087-J

•
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_

•
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•
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IP Paul
dent of
aursday.
of the
a group
ht radio
as elecGannett
•ctor of
ears ago
to his
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TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER
"As our population grows,. and
with no large new land 'areas
available for farming, greater
agricultural efficieney will be
necessary," E. L. Newman, en*MOW in TVA's Division of
Chemical Development, told a
recent meetings of the American
lisemical Society at Miami. His
paper "The Role of TVA in
Phosphorus and Phosphates," was
prepared jointly by Mr. Newman
and Charles H. Young, TVA's
Manager of Chemical Engineering.
"Fertilizer Is the most important key to that greater efficiency," he said. "We must
not stand still in our effOrts
o provide the farmer with better
dad cheaper fertilizers."
Re said the results of the

•

TVA efforts are new technology
and improved phosphate and
nitrogen fertilizers.
"The 4echnology is made available for use by fertilizer producers and chemical companies.
The fertilizers are used in educational programs to aid farmers
and improve agricultural practices. Many of the developments
are in use throughout the United
States aid foreign countries. In
recent years greater efforts have
been made to develop processes
and equieinent of immediate use
to the smaller Jertilizer companies.
"An (tidy goal of TVA was
to ,help open up the western
phosphate reserves and make
them more useful to the Nation.
Opportunity to do this came

ihniimmimomionominnsmilsommom

after World War II, when a
company new in the elemental
phosphorus field asked for assistance. The firm planned an
electric phosphorus furnace installation, because the furnace
fits into the western phosphate
complex extremely well. Technical assistance was given the
company. A plant was Nil' and
production was started in 1949.
Since then two other producers
of elemental phosphorus have
installed large units in the western area."
Lawrence L. Durisch, of TVA's
Government Relations and Economics Staff, will represent TVA
at the Southern Regional Conference on Education Beyond the
High School at Louisville, Ky.,
on April 23-25. The Conference
is one of five such conferences
being held in various regions
of the country, sponsored by
the President's Committee on
t h e High
Education Beyond
School.
The President's Committee has
stated the following desired outComes for the regional conferences: (1). An outline of the
relations between post-high school
educational policies and the national, welfare; (2) a delineation
of the Most pressing problems
in the region; (3) a listing of
therm- next steps which should
be taken regionally and within
individual states in the region
to bring about action to resolve
these problems; (4) a summary
eof those conclusions on which
subsequent action should be based; (5) an identification of the
relationships that should exist
between the Federal Government
and education beyond the high
school.

Post Office...

•
t

I

iy

•
•

mail stamps and hikes in other
mail costs.
Although committee members
said the squabble over his postal
cutbacks would hive little effect
on his case for staMp price hikes,
members were likely to question
him closely on reasons for the
postal curbs.
The House, despite hints of
the
delay, thumped
possible
money bill through Monday by
voice vote when a demand for a
roll call would have stymied the
measure at least until Wednesday. The House did not 'act,
however, until after Democrats
had roundly denounced Summerfield and Republicans had
defended him.
Democratic attacks ranged all
the way from suggestions the
be
to
postmaster
impeached
charges he "discommoded as.
many people as he could" by his
al' cuts. Republicans retorted
'
post

•

37.50
19.50
1.35
56.00
51.25
35c
50c

•

-

Several weeks ago I announced to the people that
awould be a candidate for Jailer. I ern making a sincere
effort to see all of the people, but weather conditions
have been bad and has prevented me from seeing some.
During the next few weeks I will attempt to reach
you in person, through the papers or on the radio. If
elected your Jailer, I willf make you a vary efficient official.

9050
oaf

Sincerely Yours,

ach

,DES

.85 ea.
.25 ea.
. $2.65
$4.49
. $3.95

TVA said today that 50 tracts
or parcels of land on Watts
Bar Lake will be sold at auction
to the high bidders at the Kingston, Tenn., Courthouse on May
2. The land is in Rhea, Roane,
and Loudon counties. The 50
tracts aggregate 522 acres and
range in size from a fraction
of an acre to 123 acres. A minimum acceptable price has been
set on each-- tract.
Seven of the tracts are suitable
for recreation development; 28
are suitable as home sites; and
15 are recommended for agricultural use.

Girl Scouts...

•
Mt.

t

•

Seth Cooper,

• WEDDING INVITATIONS
•THANK YOU NOTES
• SOCIAL STATIONER).

SCOTT DRUG CO.

(Continued from Page One)
smallest scout. Carolyn Steytler
(aged five weeks). Patsy Moody
joined the group later.
This was an educational venture for the ;iris: they now
know what not to take hiking
and what is essential for a
smooth journey and satisfactory
lunch! The group is now working on badges and the secondclass rank. The service project
of this group is the preparation
of a gift of toys for Murray
Hospital.
THE FUR FLAB
DENVER,- Colo. 1th — Mrs.
Flossie Mae Martin was granted
a divorce Friday on testimony
that
her
husband
sometimes
threw the family cat at her
when he became angry.

• ANNOUNCEMENTS
—

see

—

ADA SUE ROBERTS

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

at
Corner at 4th & Main

VALENTINE PRINTING CO.

Phone 433

Phone 596

504-B Main

Bargains In The Paco
Subdivision On Ryan Avenue
Bargain No. 1. NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE .. $12,500
Two. baths, living-dining room, utility ro an, kitchen-dinette, hardwood floors, carport
with large storage room. Electric radiant heat in ceiling, two ton air-conditioner, rock wool
insulation.

1MENIMMEMEM.
Max H. Churchill

An lestimated 679,800 visits
were made during March to
TVA dams and steam plants,
compared with 518,300 in
ch
a year ago., Chickamau
Dam
had Most visits with an estimated 92,200; Kentucky Dam was
second with 87,000; Norris Dam
was third with 69,000.

3

Read The Classified-

(Continued from Page One)

To The People Of Callowa)
County,

1•11111111M

PAGE THR,EE

the Democrats were to blame for
holding up the post office's money.

Bargain No, 2. NEW FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE .. $14,000
Two baths, living room, dining room, kit:hen, electric built-in oven, electric surface
cooker with stove hood and exhaust fan, rock wool insulation, hardwood floors. Electric
radiant heat in ceiling, two ton air-conditionm., carport, covered entrance walk and porch.
.
-

Funeral Home
SuPerior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98

Bargain No. 3. LOT NO. 20 AT 1652 RYAN. AVENUE

.$1,000

Ryan Avenue is located one block south of Five Points and extends west from Murray
State College to 18th Street. Ryan Avenue is zined for Brick Veneer or Stone Residences
with a minimum floor area of 1,000 square fem. PAVED STREET - CITY WATER - CITY
GAS - CITY SEWER.

Easiest big car
to drive,to ride in,
to look at,
and to buy

JOHN OTIS PASCO
Phone 721

FINAL WEEK—
ENTER TODAY:
Big M Dream Car Contest
ends April tOth_
15 free Mercurys,
350 other prizes.
Last chance to win!
Enter today at
your Mercury dealer'!

MIST PRIZI_A Fabulous Turnpike
Cruiser. 4-door model. Plus trip to
New York for two via American Airlines. Special guests of Ed Sullivan

at his television show.

^

1. EXCLUSIVE FLOATING RIDE_
Mercury brings you the most

3. EXCLUSIVE DREAM-CAR DESIGN
_entirely new styling, complete-

effective combination of bump-

ly

smothering features ever put between you and the road: for
example, unique new FullCushion Shock Absorbers, sweptback ball-joint front suspension.

distinctive, shared with no
other car. You can see the dramatic difference in the straightline sweep of the roof, the
V-angle tail-lights, the rear projectiles„the Jet-Flo Bumpers.

2. WIDEST, ROOMIEST CAR IN ITS
FIELD_Biggest size increase in the

4. PRICED JUST ABOVE THE LOWPRICED THREE_Never before has

industry! Far more leg room,
shoular room and headroom
than ever before. Only Mercury

so

gives you more room in every

important dimension!

much bigness and luxury cost
st; little! And if you buy a new
Mercury during the Big M Dream
Car Contest, you stand a chance
of winning a $10,000 bonus!

-5

NEXT 4 PRIZES-4 Mercury Commuter Station Wagons. 2-door, (i.
passenger. More room than ever

before in Mercury's field!

4r
1111111111110
,
411111
NEXT 10 PRIZES-10 Mercury Monterey Sedans. 4-door model with
concealed side pillars. All the glam-

of a hardtop!
Next 50 prizes_General
"Companion" TV sets. Portable
only 26 pounds!
our

Next 300 prIz•s_Sheaffer's White
Dot Snorkel Pen Sets..autographed
by Ed Sullivan.
$10,000 Cash for new Mercury
buyers during contest, $2,000 Cash
for used car buyers_see rules. Go t.
your Mercury dealer today!

5,
r

GIFT AND FLOWER SHOP

"

800 Olive St.

)r tip-

NS yd.
19 yd.
each
9c ea.
$3.45
$7.95
)c yd.
)c yd.
k yd.
95 set
)each 110
20.00
20.00
15.00
12.00
'rrices

311y
DNE 61

Phone 364-J
• BOOKS

• CARDS

• BIBLES

'414

\

• CORSAGES
• POTTED PLANTS
• CUT FLOWERS
• DISH GARDENS
• ARRANGEMENTS
• DESIGNS FOR ANY
OCCASION

Mercury sales skyrocket again—.up 25% in

EXTRA:

6 Murray Nursery
Florist Gift \`
Shop

WILSON MERCURY SALES
Phone 730

515 So. 12th St.

4r,e4,44.44.•

•

-

•

a
•-•

THE
BIG

MERCURY..DREAM-CAR DESIGN
-;-*",
----""-•r"

-

the past month. Here's your

proof that The Big M is the new yardstick of your money's worth.

Murray, Kentucky

.

t'
•
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. Weddings

WOMMFS *Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. A. W. Dowdy
Hostess For Meet
Hasseltine Class

Tuesday. April 16
The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
Circle III of the XiSCS of the
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met in the home First Methodist Church will meet
of Mrs. A. W. Dowdy, South with Mrs. Calie Jones 61 1106
Eleventh Street, on Friday, April West Main at two-thirty O'clock!
12. at seven- O'clodk in the ev-eiti;* lere.--Essie- Brown -will b Mhos40g.
Mrs. J. 0. Reeves gave the
with
the Scripture
devotion
reading being from Isaiah 41:16,
Psalms 1:4 and 51:10 after which
Mrs. Allie Lucas led in prayer.
The hostess was presented
with a wedding gift from the
class by Mrs. C. J. Bradley. The
meeting was closed with prayer

tess and Mrs. R. J. Hall will be
program leader.
•••
Circle IV of the NWSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
at the home' ofMrs. E. A. Tucker
at two-thirty o'clock.

Circle I of the Vi*SCS of the
by Mrs. John Water.
A lovely arrangement of spring First Methodist Church will meet
flowers was used in the living with Mrs. N. P. Hutson on West
room. Mrs. Dowdy served re- Main Street at two-thirty o'clock.
••••
freshments to the members presThe Dorcas Class of the First
ent.
Baptist Church will meet at the
v. •
The May meeting will be held' home of Mrs. Charles Sexton at
in the home of Mrs. John Waters, seven,thirty o'clock. Mrs. Fannie
Lou Adams' group will be in
charge of the arrangements.
••• •
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will -have
an open meeting at the club
house, at eight o'clock. Members
are asked to come at seven
o'clock for a business meekirig.
•

ir• • •
.1l

The Christian Women's Fel1.-"'-'h‘11 -of- ..the ..F.irst Christian
Church will hold its general
meeting 'at the church at twothirty o'clock.
•• • •
•
The Woman's Missionary So1 ctety of the First Baptist Church
. will -meet at the church at twothirty o'clock
*

-

....

Above. Jatires' SteWart-and Ruth Romann
-a.
FAR COUNTRY," with Corinne Calvet and Walter Brennan
opening tomorrow at the V.arsity Theatre for a two day engagemeat.
.411M

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
w 1.1 - hold
its regular meeting
at the Masonic Hall at seven
ck.
•• • •
The Eva Wall Circle of the
\VMS of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs. J.
W. Shelton at two o'clock.
•• ••
The Mamie Taylor Circle dl
the WN1S of the Memorial BapCirtif-ditz•fw ill %meet trith .M,rs.
Herndon at seven-thirty
-•
o'clock.
•• • •
The Gladys McElrath Business
W,men's Circle of the WMS of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Mrs. J. H. _Carter
at seven•ohirty o'clock.
•• • •
The Kirksey Homemakers Club
wilLyiseet with Mrs. Gene Potts
at one-thirty o'clock.
•••
Pot eri. v. Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. L. Robertson •st one o'clock. Note
•
change 'in date.
lt•
--Sr

•

Mrs. Floyd Taylor
Opens Her Home
or Cis& - 411, oet

Mrs. Floyd Taylor was hostess
for the meeting of the Harris
Grove Homemakers Club held
on Wednesday, April 10, at one
o'clock in, the afternoon at her
home.
"Fitting and Joining $lip Covers" was the subject of the very
interesting lesson given by Mrs.
Marvin Parks and Mrs. John
The Captain Wendell Oti rv Warren,
chapter of the Daughters of the
The devotion from the third
American Itevolution held its chapter of Proverbs was given
regular monthly meeting in the by Mrs. A. D. Stark. Mrs. Bill
home of Mrs. .Garnett. Junes,
Vine _Street. on Saturday, April
13, at two-thirty o'Cluck in the

DAR Chapter Holds
Meet In Home Of
Mrs. Garnett Jones

PERSONALS

at.Lorrte.m
In tile absence of the 'regent,
Mrs. Leon Grogan; the first viceregent, Mrs. Junes, presided and
Jett in the salute to the flag.
Mrs. J. D. Peterson lea the
upeuing . prayer. The minutes
were read by the secretary, Mrs.
ureman Graham.
As national defense chairman,
Mrs. W.. P. riuberts, was absent
and requested Mrs. Junes to
give some articles from the DAR
Press Digest edited in Washington, D. C. She read the April
message by the president general, Mrs-Frederic A. Groves, and
a timely message by ,the chairman of the national defense
chairman, Mrs. Ray L. Erb. Mrs. Price Doyle reported interesting highlights of the state
convention held in Lexington
which she attended as the delegate of the Murray chapter.
An arrangement of red tulips
and purple lilacs was used in
the living room. The hostess,
assisted by Mrs. Foreman Graham, served a salad course to
the members and one guest, Mrs.
Hewlett Clark.
Women's Club will meet at sixthirty o'clock with Mrs. Alma
Tracy at her home, 1704 Ryan.
Members note change in meeting
place.
• •••
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club- will meet
at the club 'house at two-thirty
o'clock. Dr. Will Frank Steely
-tes- speaker.
••••
The Business and -Professional
Women's Club will have its
monthly dinner meeting at the
Woman's Club House at six.thirty o'clock.
••••
Friday, April 19
The New Concord Homemaka.rs
ClUn will meet with Mn. Mna
Kingins at one o'clock. .
•• •
Monday, 'April 22
The Book Group of the AAUW
welt '-in'ecr BY. The ?Lorne Of
Fluy Robbins. 1322 Main Street,
at seven-thirty

FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
USE T-4-L BECAUSE_

•`- Viedneeday----Orpri+- -17
Itsloughs off infected skin.
The East Hazel Homemakers Exposes more germs
to its kill„Club will meet with Mrs. Sarah ing action.
Harper at one o'clock.
IN ONE HOUR,
•• • •
If not pleased. your 40e back
The Woman's Auxiliary of the at any drug store.
Use STRONG.
St. John's Episcopal Church will instant • dry,ng
L day or
meet at the church at ten o'clock. nig ht. Now at Holland
Drug Co.
Mrs. David Gowaris will be hostess.
• • ••
Williams chapter
* The 3*.
of the UDC will meet at the
home of Mrs. Henry Elliot. at
Awo-thirty o'clock.-- Mrs. E. A.
603 So. 4th St.—
• - co• toeless:
Lassiter wi
,
Day
sr
••••
Nit.
The Lynn Grove PTA will
1664
945•R40
meet in the study hall of the
school at two-forty-five o'clock'
W i th Mr. Boron Jeffrey explaining "The Minimum Foundation."
• •••
Thursday, April 18
The .Wadesboro Homemakers
JOHN ED JOHNSON
Clob will meet with Mrs. Munroe Mitchell at one o'clock.
Phone 1087-J
•••• '
Night 1954
The Busines5 and Professional

SYKES - RUTLAND
PLUMBING CO.

The home of Mrs. Bunn Swann
was the scene of the meeting of
the North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, April 12,
at one-thirty o'clock in t h e
afternoon.
Swarm presented -the lesson bn the subject, "Fitting and
Joining Slip Covers." She was
assisting in preparing the lesson
by Mrs. Charlie Crawford.
A special guest for the day
was Shabaz Kahn of Pakistan
who talked to the group about
his country. He was also present
to observe the way the meeting

Dr. and Mrs. Carl Everett
Shroat, of Columbus, Ga., announce the arrival of a baby
daughter, Deborah Lynn Shroat
on Friday, April 12. Deborah
Lynn weighed 74,2 pounds and
is the granddaughter of Mr. and,
Mrs. Jeff Shroat and Mr. Vernon
Gardner of Mulay and the great
granddaughter of Mrs. Finis Outland of Murray. Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Gardner of Clarksville,
Ind., are also grandparents.
• •• •

Wrather, president, called t h e
meeting to order.
Landscape a n d citizenship
notes were given by Mrs. Alfred
Taylor and the recreation was
directed by Mrs. Eugene Smith.
Mrs. Jerney was made secretary
and gave a report. Mrs. Wrather
made remarks concerning the
district meeting which will be
held at Murray State College.
Eleven members were present.
The next meeting . will be held
in the home of Mrs. Marvin
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman Billington. Members are urged
left Monday for a two weeks to attend and to bring visitors.
stay in Florida.
11111111111111111111.11111111111111.111111111•111111•11
• • ••
Did Easley remains ill at tici
home of his son, Lather Easley
e7•
of Coldwater. ,"
.
• ••
• *
E. V. Baziell Of LaGrange
spent the weekend with relatives.
WATCH OUT FOR COSTLY
•• • r
TERMITE DAMAGE
Mrs. Annie Whitney visited
relatives recently.
.• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Barn- Call TERMINIX — World's
hill and children of Bruceton,
Largest Termite Control
Tenn., were the Sunday guests
Organization
of relatives.
•• ••
All Work and Service
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cochran
Performed By
visited relatives in Detroit, Mich.,
OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
recently.
• • ••
CORP.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Newsom
Paducah, Ky.
and children spent the weekend P.O. Box 84
with relatives in Detroit, Mich.
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
•. • • •
Contact direct or for Reference
Mr. and Mrs. James Edwin
dorm a nts ef _.y4arls cell
of
The
Cain, 1707 WeSf Olive, *61`e
Customers or
Local
parents of a sun, James Edwin
pounds 121-2
II, weighing
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
ounces, born on IBunday, April
Phone 262
Murray. Ky.
.7, at the Murray Hospital.

Richard Armstrong, c 0 unt y
homemakers club president.
Mrs. Gunter will be hostess
for the next meeting to be held
on Friday, May 10; it her lovely
new some on Farmer Avenue.
•• ••

was conducted for ideas to present to the ladies clubs in his
country.
Mrs. Ottis Patton read the devotion from Proverbs 3:11-18.
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman, president,
presided and Mrs. John Workman, secrelary, read the minutes and called the roll. Mrs.
Esco Gunter directed the recreation.
The hostess served refreshments to the fourteen members
and three visitors who were Mr.
Kahn, C. 0. Bondurant, and Mrs.

SOUNDS LOGICAL.

arml.•••

. 0

LONDON flit —The tabloid
$unday Pictorial predicted Sunday Princess Margaret will never
marry boy friend Billy Wallace
"because they are not in love."
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WEDNESDAY'S LEDGER FOR DETAILS!

:F

laster
parade
g'"ufin

Suits by....

Hyde Park
In all the latest Spring styles and materials ... wonderfuI blends of
silk, orlon and acetate. Fabrics that are cool, and wrinkle resistant.

priced from '$3995

REFRIGERATION
SERVICE

•

North Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
MrS•_BRUM _Swann

Activities

Club News

TUE

TUESDAY — APRIL 16, 1957

fb

—LAST TIMES TONIGIST—

in the
fashion
16.1potlight

Lag'

Si795

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
HE CHALLENGED THE GOLD-RICH GLORY
THAT WAS THE YUKON'

Get Set for Your FUNdays!
Week -end fun ahead! Time for a "change
in your sport shirt wardrobe..,
to lighter weights, short sleeves, smart .fleIf
colors and patterns. We've got .em! COMO
of scene"

The Coat Dress-Richly Frosted
Yes, here the sleek sheath silhouette you're bound to weor,
wear and wear enerywhere! Of rich Cup,oni-and•coffon styled
for figure flattery with ,ti cfrauble...porode of buttons running
its trim, welted pock?fs AND'
from the bodice to the herntne
lace touched removable
its bright. white frost•69--a weed?,
•
U.0 :to 20.
.
orer-collor. Self belt. No•y, block,ist9st.iaz

JtisigrIBMIT
RUTH ROMAN CORINNE CALVET
MITER BRENNAN

ORLON
SPRING SPORT

in and see!

JACKETS
by
McGREGOR

Styled by --McGREGOR

r

4‘socovivo

•

Corn - Austin Company

witeeN

THE FAR

"WHERE MEN TRADE"

C.,UNTRY
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•
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Henry Fonda
Ventures Into
Producing

resident.
be hostess
g to be held
at her lovely

er

Avenue.

31CAL
le per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60c - Sc per word for
throe days. Clasalflod ads Sr. payable In advance.

-The tabloid
edicted Sunet will never
Silly Wallace
not in love."

By

FOR RENT jI

FOR SALE

1.,JueN, home owners! 10 Alum
, THREE, 2 bedroom apartments.
windows, 1 door for $199 instalLocated at 306 S. 15th St. Phone
led. Alum awning any size for
inspect after 6 p.m. only.
590
$17 up. Home Comfort Co., 18th
AliC and Main St.
Phone 1303.
M4C
IIODERN 6 ROOM house, full
SEWING
i,
MACHINES,
Necch
basement, 1 block from grocery
store, excellent neighborhood. Domestic, Brother. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
890-M.
A17C
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 B. 4th.,
BUSINESS Building located at Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
505 Walnut, formerly occupied phone 1091.
M5C
by Murray Tent & Awning Co.
TWO
GOOD,USED washing maAviaable May 1. Jeff Shroat,

REFRIGERATOR, stove, Maytag
washing
machine, oil
heater,
dinette set and many other items
at the Roy Brandon home, 1 las
miles west of Hazel, Thursday,
Friday 'and Saturday, "April 18,
19, and 20.
Al8P

or

LYI1

phone 230.

Tay!

Al8C

j
0

Time

Refilling and collecting money
from our five cent High Grade
Nut machines In this area.
No Selling! To qualify for
work you must have car, ref erences. $640 cash, secured by
inventory. Devoting 6 hours
a week to business, your end
on percentage collections will
net kip to_ POO .monthly with
very good possibilities of taking over full time. Income
increasing
accordingly.
For
reterview, include phone in
plicatipn. Write All State
DistribuTing
Co.. 505
Fifth
Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Al7P

19 -ConjunstIon
'10 Cover
„,aa„„„ Espired
Tr-Mire
23 Spread for
drying
34 A tic lent
Persian
25- Headgear Ha I
?6-Near
17 Riser In
A rizona
18--- Vehli Is
29 -Country of
Asia
31- Mean fellow
34-Vast age
35-Grate

JOHN FORSYTHE and OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND in a more
romantic moment from the sparkling comedy, "The Ambassader's- Daughter," coming to Murray for it's first run Wednesday
and Thursday at the Murray Drive-In - Theatre. Filmed in CinemaScope and 'Technicolor in Paris, it's the hilarious story of
• -a GI on the prowl and the Ambassador's Daughter.
--

t
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Brass and tho Blue

fAILS1

26 Conjunction
27-Repast
39- Whip
40 Man'.
nl• Imams
41 -Goal
12 -I.ong. deep cut
43-Vigor icuLlOq.)
44- I nstrict
Attureey
tabbr 1
45-Solemn
promise

ACROSS
1-The nun
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it Large bird
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randing there. "cs.
up, ih.a siisi,seis ate.ed .... . ; .,...
• CHAPTEP
I and
ssid. "do you like your
im pulled a chair close.
THE &nisei or the dispatch L
"Captain. it seems that I nay., !iorse?"
Fort Liu AIM.:
rider- from
e- =tortoni:it, newt. -- Wes- - -"Verr-str:'brought renerstf %Vessels to nrs
"Then come into the offra.it
signed sells rubbed his nands together,
door. The ordelycif
for the dispatch ease- and mad and appeared - to be without going to give you a chance 4?
pouch. theft came in with the words. "Mrs. Kincaid nas toed ride ham"
Once inside Wessels' ofiee, the
formai cha.ges against you. She
saddlebags over his shoulder.
"Dump it on the desk," Wes- feels that- your amputation of tier general indicated a vacasst -chew
and struck a match to tils cigai
sels said. The orderly sorted the husband's arm was a direct
"Captain. do you realize what
mail in three piles, official, en- of his death.•'
"Thatjooks bad for me, doesn't those rifles mean?"
listed men's, and officers'. Wes"I think 1 do, sir. More fire
sels took charge of the dispatch• it, air?"
"I'm afraid so," Wessels said power. A troop could deliver the
es arid official mail and the orderly went out with the other solemnly. "A thing like this is impact of a regiment."
"Yes. by God!" Wessels said.
difficult to prove either way, but
two piles to distribute Chem.
desk with his hand.
A bulky letter drew %Vessels' it's my opinion that Mrs. Kin- smacking the
weaattention and he spread it on his caid is Interested in a pension, "These are nigh-powered
not who she drags into the mud. pons, and I'd say accurate' up to
desk to read:
Whatever happens, it'll go on five hundred yards." fie putted
Fort Laramie, Wyoming
your record as a charge. That's on his cigar furiously, a habit he
Tcrritury,
'thinking excited
Office of the Commanding unfortunate, but I'm powerless had when ins
him. "Captain, P11 confess that
to change it."
Officer,
I've been bearing a cross, the de"I understand, sir."
May 5, 1867
Weasels stood up. **Captain cision whether to ababtion Fort
To: The Commanding Officer
Jocelyn's charge can be dropped, C. F. Smith or hang on and get
Fort Kearny. Dakota Tel'?.
command killed. This may be
Subje.el Chary( a for courts-mar- by him. But in the event he does the
not drop it, I'll sit on It here as my salvation. Captain, but I'll
tial.
have to move fast and quietly."
On or about April 20, 1867, long as possible. One on top of
"Quietly, sir?"
Captain Nathan B. Kincaid, hi- the other will loOk very bad.
"Yes. Don't think for • mosustained Captain. It could guarantee a
unassigned,
/wary,
Red Cloud doesn't have an
wounds In an crtyagenic nit cant conviction before . the evidence ment
intelligence system. Within three
of this post, which resulted In was read."
"Thank you, sir," Schwaback- weeks, unless we're careful, he'll
his death. Mrs. Kincaid, widow
trap dour know about those rifles." WesOf the deccased, was accompany- er said. A yawning
all his dreams sets paused to go to the door and
ing her husband to his new as- seemed to open and
could bellow for an orderly, who apsignment Whit PS this tragedy oc- slid into oblivion before he
pvared almost instantly. "Have
stop even one.
curred.
alone, ,and Major Powell report here as soon
him
left
Wessels
Mrs.
deposition,
Sworn
a
In
closed Emil Schwa. as he is free." Then he turned
Kincaid stairs that it Le her be- when the door
his lanip down, for back to Schwablieker. "Captain,
lief that her ea.:band's death was backer turned
was fit company do you feel up to a patrol?"
the direct result of unauthorized only darkness
"I biller so, sir."
Finally he slept,
surgery pi rfornied. without /in- tor his thoughts.
"Then I want you to sneak
not a restvert/10w, by Lieutenant Kind a dreamless sleep, yet
forty of those rifles and four
Schieabacker, temporarily com- ful one.
• • •
thousand rounds of ammunition
manding E Troop, 3rd United
Within a week, Schwabacker up the Bozeman Road to Fort
!States Cavalry,
his bed and walking Smith."
It was my sincere wish that an was out of
"How, sir?"
the post. Doctor
Informal hearing be conducted to slowly around
"Good God, use your origifrowned on this acclear this matter in order theta Cove Butler
acquiescence an nality!"
Mrs. Kincaid's pension could be tivity, but found
Powell entered then, out of
prowttro. I personally placed a easier out than arguing against breath from his run across the
almost fanatical
negative endorsement on the pen- Schwahacker's
,
parade, and Wessels said, "Major
stubbornness.
sion documents due to the unusuAt the end of the second week, I want an order issued that these
surrounding
eircumstaneca
al
new
rifles will be fired slowly, with
ordered his
Captain Kincaid's conduct prior SchwabaCker
saddled and rode around the usual pause between each
horse
KinMrs.
flowerer,
death.
his
to
yard. getting ac- shot. At no time will they be
caid has filed formal charges the remount
Sergeant Finnegan was fired rapidly unless the detail
with Department of Platte, re- quainted.
worry wrinkling his face, bearing thern comes under overmoving the matter entirely from there,
Io. if the horse thretv him, un- whelming attack. The. Miniute a
my hands.
trooper fires this new. bieech-,
damage could result.
Since Lieutenant EMU Schwa- bmited
In the early afternoon a wagon loader rapidly, our hand is tipped.
backer has been trans/erred to
from Fort Laramie, You .have orders, now see that
your command, the following en- train arrived
obeyed. I want to chaldaesemeafs well be required on each wagon bearing cases of the they're
.bn new breech-loading Springfield lenge Red Cloud on my Own
the endorsed documents: Two
ground, with our new weapons,
the Adjutant General's copy. rifle.
then well see wjether he
The entire post turned out to and
Three on the Commander, Departbeats us or riot."
ment of Platte's comes. One on see this new rifle.
"I understand, sir." Powell
General Wessels opened the
the affidavit stipulatingelhat Lieusaluted and left Wessels' office.
tenant Emil Schwahackier will he first case anti held up a rifle so
The general turned to Emil
freed from all ditties, at a time to all could see. The breech was
Schwahacker. "I'll expect you to
allowed
open,
when,
and,
authorhigher
hinged
by
established
be
post with your troop
the shooter to feed ammunition vacate the
ity, to ansierr thrift. charges.
tty nine tomorrow morning, CapI remain your most respectful, directly Into the chamber. And
will he no wagons
the ammunition was brass-cased, tain. There
obedient servant,
or pack animals. Any questions"
General Philip St. George Cooke, waterproof, a large business-like
"None, sir. We'll get the rifles
cartridge of fifty caliber, pushed
Commanding. Dept. of Platte
ammunition to Fort Smith,
along by seventy grains of black and
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IS-Ir,••uulan
ItuRan
-R s er tank
5-Man •
nivM name
9-Printer•
measure
10-A round
11-Nobiemsti
111-11an'a
nickname
18-Cyprinold fish
21-Glen
23-Refuse from

You can rencier a Christian service to yoursoff,
your family and friends by hanging this masterpiece IA you'r home.
This conception
of a d•sire on
this Savior in a
of the qualities
must possess.

••
•

of the Christ was the outgrowth
the port of the artist to portray
manner that would embrace mare
of perfection that the Son of God
11- „

"INSPIRATION"

This pointing of Christ is by the fonoses
artist, the late John McConnell.'
Print sim 14- a 20" (Retail Price 52.00 axis.)
•••°'
One of these Reilly colored prints has been
(FREE TO YOU . . . AS AN EXPRESSION
reserved for you absolutely free. Send no money.
OF OUR APPRECIATION AND GOOD WILL)
No purchase to be mode. Just call at our
for your inspiration print of Christ. This
offer is limited and has been made possible by in in cooperation with the owner of the painting of Chirisk
"Imapiration."

23-Burrna native
24-Attltude
I5-Part of trick
27 -Brit Ian oilmen
25-Ready money
30-Peruse
31-Foiiih•rdy
22-Freedom from
decay
23-Base
25-Thin slims at
bacon
117-Cornmemoe••
Hee disk
at-Orowlng Oat d
SIII-Csrposter's
marble's,
41)-Depart
45A Siete (abbe/
63-Hebrew letter
45-Harvest
goddess
41-AffIrrnatIre
41-Make Laos
49-liane
51-Sun god
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FURNITURE
PROMOTED

NATION-WIDE IN

EASY 'TERMS

THE INTEREST

OF

NATIONAL

UNITY

CHRISTIAN

by F.rnie Rushmaler
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OH, BOY--WHAT A
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MOVIE IS
THAT
25 YEARS OLD
AND SHE'S
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by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS

ormfg:44.4
MR.BENHAM -IP YOU KEEP ON

THIS WAY, I'LL SEE TO IT THAT
YOU'RE SUSPENDED FROM THE
STUDENT COUNCIL -AND ALL
OTHER STUDENT

I WANT TO SEE HOW
FAR THIS PETTICOAT
DICTATOR THINKS
SHE CAN GO ON
RUNNING ME AND THIS
SCHOOL,'

I'M WILLIN6 TO TAKE MY CHANCES,
HELENA -SO, PULL WE RANK
YOU CAN

ACTIVITIES;

bs.

LIL' ABNER
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I, PIERRE ANGELIC,HAVE
DEVOTE tyl-/ LIFE TO ZE
WORLD'S GREATEST
COLLECTION or
RARE WATCHES
v
<Z -

HOW SHALL I GET

..'T-NOW?

Capp

SIMPLEtr.-ZE

WORTHLES
HEAD MUST BE HACKED
OFF, AND ZE VALUABLE
WATCH TENDERLY j
REMOVED"
Aef
tr 4"
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Nelson Ashford,

powder.
!ferret Colonel,
"I'll consider It done then," said
General Wesseldapolie to Major
Commanding,
.1*
Powell. "Have this weapon is- Wessels.
Fast Laranile,
— -IVyorning "Territory sued immediately. Sixty rounds
"Two earhlitm4 and deinhlfa
of ammunition per man. I want!
far each Man"Tttnn" was being blowmwhen a rifle „Mat riet up immediately
wagon, no pack animals." is
General Wessel:4 left his office and the regiment fired for record
the com iiiii nri ap the troop bean) walked to the infrrmary. He lie fore siinilown."
yes, sir." Powell whirled to gins ire new rnli.sion. Continuo
knocked on Emil Sehwabacker's
Chapter 26 of "The BriiNs and
door before entering. Sehwaback- carry nut this oribir.
saw Schwaback- the Blue" bere tomorrow.
Then
surprised and tried to sit

er was

f
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In this darkened day this portrait can speak to
Ines and give them renewed hops and courage.
This masterpiece is this greatest religious painting
of our cloy. Not only is this picture a work of
art bat, in our homes will become an inspiration
for a more abundant life.
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Finished On Schedule
They ,began casting in February last year, went into production in June, built
set,
rented one small sound stage,
rehearsed two weeks, and spent
only 21 days shooting film -"That - was our schedule and we
came in on schedule."
The rehearsal for two weeks

was done "as you would a play.
and at. the end of the second
week We could have opened in.
a Broadway theater," Fonda say's.
"The second week was all runthrough rehearsals. Ordinarily,
in pictures you never do that;
you rehearse each scene just
before you shoot it, which has
to be out of continunity because
mechanically you are forced to
do it that way. Our reahearsals
gave the actors a chance for
intimate concentration with the
director on characterization."
The man who wrote the script
about the angry jury at work,
Reginald Rose, is co-producer
with Fonda. The picture opens
this week, and Rose is pretty
busy. He's doin gjury duty - in
State Supreme Court.

IF ... feta' Comege

CT
RAN
N
EDAN
RM. NA

A L
5 01.

action. They get really riled at
each other - a condition which
often develops in real-life juries.
Fonda plays juror No. 8.
Because of the economy of
sets and shooting time, Fonda
says, his first step into the
producing field didn't give him
much of a workout in a .producer's role, although: "It's nice
to be able to pick a cast, and
pick your director."

tited YOUR
Pecteete

Positions Wanted

Bus. Opportunities

$400 Monthly Spare

staff

IF YOU WANT to rent a washing machine for 30 days call OFFICE JOB wanted. Experienced, one year college. Can type,
M. G. Richardson, Ohone 74.
Al7C take shorthand. Phone 2254.
Al8P
WE CLEAN wallpaper, painted
walls, rugs, upholstery, hardwood
LAND TRANSFERS
Clifford G. Brandon et al to
and tile floors. Phone Jesse L.
A17C James Eael Erwin et al, lots.
:ucker, 1936-W.

Dan Wendall Cain ana Claudia

I

SINGER SEWING Machine representative in Murray. For sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
A16C
22504.

I

anted

MARRIAGE LICENSES

rot's'?
\\1/8

NOTIcE

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble Si Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. P.orter White,
A22C
CLEAN
COTTON 'RAGS. No Manager. Phone 121.
buttons, no zippers please. Ledger de Times.
TF r'OR HAULING and also paintA16P
ing call Bob Moore, 416.

Ca

DOC faUIGG
Correspondent
NEW YORK
-Henry Fonda,
a long, lean product of Omaha,
Neb., who has appeared in more
than 60 movies and around 150
stage plays, has ventured into.
producing and come up with
something that is almost speetaculaily unusual.
The new motion picture which
he is co-producing - and in
which he has a starring role lasts 96 minutes. All but three
of those minutes hav e their
action inside one bare room,

United Press

chines guaranteed to be in god
shape. M. G. Richardson, phone
74.
Al7C

PAGE FIVE

555555..
.
16 feet wide and 24 feet long.
These are 93 consecutive minutes inside the room, with no
flashbacks or other_, interruptions. The proiss are a table,
12 chairs, a water cooler, coatrack, electric fan, switchblade
knife, and a diagrim of a tenement flat. The latter two are
exhibits in a murder trial.
Actors *Live' Farts
The 12 actors who crowd into
tie room are the jury arguing
Man's fate. The set is molded
after the jury rooms of the big
Criminal Courts Building in Manhattan.
The actors are veterans of
the New York stage and television. They play "12 Angry
Men," which is the title of the
film and the burden of the

;
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tr;insistors which were invented
by , scientists M the
- -Tete•;•
phone, Laboratories use only a
fraction of the power that is
required for the conventional
vacuum tubes. On hand to help
in this installation were three
_engine•exts _trona. the___Eidi LaboraThe Southern, Bell Telephone Battery which converts the sun's4 tories ,And • two from the 'operaenergy
electricity.
the
mto
,
C-Thpany has -just-completed
tion and engineering staff of
The new system uses tiny the American Telephone & Teleinstallation of the third all transistor rural telepliene 'system in transistors that substitute f o r graph Company in New York
the world in the Arabia area of cons-atonal vacuum 'tubes that along with Southern Bell. men
Lincoln .County about ten 'miles are used at Farrier terminal from Louisville, Atlanta* and
southwest of Stanford aCcortting points in the carrier ' system. Danville.
to F. H. Riddle, local manager. Several telephonic conversations
By using this new all transitor
_ This is the same system that 1.are put on She same pair of system. Southern Bell has 20
was first used about a year ago • wires. Each voice conversation miles of wire doing the work
sit Americus.- Georgia,• in
assigned - - -its own separate -that- -nor omits- would take 80
tion with the Solar Battery. This frequency band to effect distinct Miles of wire And As a result is
system differs ih that commercial ' simultaneous transmission of sev- better able, to serve the people
. power is available and it was
calls. This system uses only who live in the rural area. The
not necessary_to use _ the _Solar
__I watt of electricity, as high cost of developing this new

All Transister Telephone
System Installed In County

=

This W
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK UP This week
in Manhaltan:
It looks as if each nation is
out-do the other in the
World trade fair which opens
next week id' Manhattan.
This week, some of the countries participating in the first
carrier equipment prevents the
realization of any savings in
Money at this time, Mr. Riddle
pointed out. He said, however, it
is hoped that the new system
will es'entually make it less
costly to serve rural area.

post war world fair in America,
described some of the more fabulus items chosen to represent
their industries, arts and crafts.
Britain for example is sending
a coat; made of vicuna cloth,
lined with diadem mink, and
billed at $3.500 as the most expensive girl's coat ever made.
Egypt is retaliating with a
jeweiery display, "a priceless"
collection which the revolutionary goverment coinfiscated from
ex-king Farouk.
The Collection includes a solid
gold antique hand mirror encrusted with assorted diamonds,
rubies and sapphires; a pair of
earrings set with 145-carat emerald; a cigarette holder with a
40-carat emerald; a gold enameled antique ash tray ornamented with emeralds, rubies and

sapphires; a ring mounted with
145-carat star ruby and a gold
dagger as long as your forearm" inlaid with pearls, rubies and Sapphires.
The fair will bring under one
root, at the Coliseum, some 500
million dollars worth of goods
from 60 countries. It is to include an international food exhibit featuring everything from
Danish cheese to Polish ham-to
Japanese grasshoppers. At least
six countries will display their
fashions. And most participating
nations will show home furnishings and textiles.
From Italy will' come a synthetic fiber produced chemically
from of all things, castor oil
The fiber, called Rilsan. already
is in use in Europe for hosiery,
lingerie and bathing suits

MIME/
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NOTICE

•

There will be a meeting of
Landowners on the proposed
SUGAR CREEK WATERSHED
Project, Friday, April 19th
at 7:30 pm.
at Faxon School

the:
tray
you'll
look'
tit the
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"EL MOROCCO" BROADTAIL
fabulous leather..,sharply effective!
'
V

Bog to Match

$6.95
qf

•

...1.7Te quell
q uel•tie

does it. interprets fltie very texture of new fashion in shoes of
most certain distinction_. Upon stiletto heels, o leather crushable, soft, fresh
as a flower petal. Foam cushioning
underfoot: delicious! Pick BLACK, WHITE with patent. PU`A. WHITE or BEIGE WHITE with matching
can.
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SILKEN TWEED... AT TI:E
TOP OF THE LIST
SilkenTVeed
wrap coot is velvety-soft ... gives worlds of wear r
cep
armholes make it so easy to slip on over suits, too.
And
there's new depth to the envelope collar and no' 'ad
cuffs
cuffs. The pretty pin is a circle of golden leaves 7nd
rhinestones. Beautifully tailored by Betty Rose in r ../,
suntan, or.i .i,,ne, aqua, pink. Sizes 8 to 18.

$4.95 to $24.95

$39.95

Elegance Sets the Scene
The silken look of this Costume Suit is accentuated
by the pure silk polka dot used for the tor) of its
one piece dress.
Sizes 10-20.

A toque, a cloche,
a flowered hat ... whatever
shape your Easter
-bonnet- takes, it's sure
.to be flattering and feminine
when, you choose it from
our array of heavenly
hats. Come in, see them now
... choose now for Easter
parading. Low
prices.
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